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ROY, MORA COUNTY, NEW MEXICO,
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 19,
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Important Laws Enacted
The 60th Congress,

First Session.
Financial law whereby banks in
periods of financial stringency may
issue currency to the amount of
&OU,00O'0O0,
depositing Ú security
there for bond, ' commercial papers or
"met assets, sucn emergency currency
being so taxed as to insure its retirement as soon as the stringency has
passed. '
Public buildings bill, authorizing
many needed structures, purchase of
sites ,etc, including sites for depart
ments of States and Commerce and
Labor, adjoining Treasurer and White
House grounds.

National monetary commission ere
ated to devise a sound monetary system for the government.
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Locals.

0

Personals.

All those who don't Dav their noil OOOOOOOOOOOOOOO0
Max Krause left yesterday for a
tax at once will be sued.
two weeks visit in Mora and vicinity.
A full line Of boVS School suits nnrl
Dr. Pric3 and wife are visiting in
shoes, at Floe'rsheim's.
the town of Solano this weak.
H. C. Johnson, of Washine-tonTV
Mrs. W. H. Willcox Went to Sni'inir.
U is in town this week on businpss er the first of the week
to take in the
connected with the Land Office.
b air.
I. E. Lowe is assisting in thn st,.o
J. L. Nicolay a merchant of Solano
of Appel and Co., during tli3 absence was a
Roy visitor yesterday.
of Mr. Karlsruher. who is attPTiriin.,
Ben Grunig returned Thursdar
me r air at springer.
from
a few months visit in Kansas.
Fresh bread, cakes and pies always
on hand at the Royal Cafe.
W. C. Lerner, left Monday after
transacting here several days.
The clerks of the
.

.

KJOsTM

FRIEND3

THAT ARE GOOO
TRUE.

ANO

From the day when first w? start,
kach in life to play his pari,
Till we reach that perfect
pjaee,
Where all care and toil shall
Fate can nothing better send, Than a
true and loyal friend.
Friend in word in thought and dead,
Ready in hours of naed.
Friends that are good anj true,
Each of us finds bat few,
iwuuvvni tail ien can you. What
friends will do for you?
Choose them with proper care, Real
friends ara scarea and rara,
Happy indeed is he, Who claims two
pr thre?,

Floersheim Merc.
No. (2)
company, presented
W. H. Baum made a business trip Notice
Max Krause
women when thay msat, hiw
with an overcoat on. his departure
for iu ooiano, luesday.
affectionate thpv
Two new battleships, at the cost of a
vacation trip.
J. B. Carson, of Solano was in Roy, One says "Dear you're looking fine!
$6,000,000 each, exclusive of armor and
And you're hat is iust divinal"
Mrs. Thomas Vargas is very ill at on ousiness Wednesday.
armament; ten torpedo boat destroyThen
comes good friend number thra:-th- ey
ers, three steam colliers and eight her home, across the street from the
Max Karlsruher, of Appel and Co.,
'
greet her effusive! v
post
office.
Dr. Gibbs is the attending went to
snbmarines. ,
Springer, Monday to attend If their friendship you
should doubt,
Consular service reorganized, abol- physician.
uie r air.
uen tney part you'll find out:
ishing, unnecessary counsilshiu and
Frank Felrath, had the misfortune
Mrs. W. C. Leckleider rPt,rr,P,i Friends
consul generalships and establishing of scalding his
that are good and true,
foot while working in Monday from
Santa Rosa, where she
those most needed.
one
goes
and leaves but two,
meranroaapump station at Solano nas oeen
visiting her husband.
Widows' pensions increased form $8 this week.
Then comes the friendly talk,
"Look
to $12 a month and certain unnecessaAlex. Frensley returned home Mon
at Her awkward walk,
A camping party - which left here
ry restrictions abolished.
day from an extended visit with friends isn't she just a sight, Isn't that hat
Investigation of tariff, preliminary about six weeks ago consisting of in lexas.
a fria-ht.Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Wilson and child-- ,
But what els3 ca th.?y do, thay
io revision, confined to ways and means
ara
Mr. and Mrs. L. E. AHdred
ren and Mr. John Schneider, returned
nn,i
and finance committees.
mends so good and true.
famely went to Springer, Tuesday, to
home
Wednesday
from
Taos,
where
Model child labor law for District
they report having spent a very pleas- auena tne a air.
Bishop Pitavaul Will Be In
of Columbia
"
Mrs. Angelina Willarcf came in tVnm
Employers' liability bilí enácted to ant time.
Roy, On September 25th.
.
replace that pronounced unconstitution
Mrs. AnUo Baca and Miss Aurelio l uebky iuesdáy where sue Jias been
Right Rev. Pitavaul. Rislmn r,f
by Supreme Court,
Baca who lus been visiting at Car-iz- o visaing ior some time.
Roman Catholic Church, of Santa
Fd
for the past two weeks left for
Government liability law, providing
Floyd Ogden, who was emnloved in Diocese will be in Rov on tl
u
compensation to all federal employes their home in Las Venas. Monday
tnisomce lor
two months. of September to administer confirma
ior injury received in line of duty., They, were accompained as far as ett Monday for Lawrence. Kansas,
m tion, it will beasrreat dav for n,
Efficiency of army medicine corps in- Wagon Mound by Mr. F. Baca y resume
Catholics in the Roy vicinit . lx.)
nis studies atilu University
creased by additional officers and crea- aanuoval.
will come down from Springe;-Rev- .
Mr. Kane and dauyhters Missos
tion of reserved medical corps.
Father Cellier pastor of ih'L
Last
Saturday
the
democrats
nf Beulah and Julia returned to
Increasing army pay, officer appro-ximatetheir
church,
he will also announce today
oy neld a convention at which five
home in Springer, Monday, after vis the
Í500 a year and enlisted men
program
for the day.
delegates
consisting of P. J. Hogue, iting iriends here.
about fourty per cent increase, apply-in- g
jonn
w.
ryler,
Louis
Branch, D. B
to both retired and active list.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATIOV
Dunbar and Tito Hurtado, were elect FINANCIAL CONDITION
OP THE ROY
Increasing navy pay, officers and
ed to attend the county convention
Department
of the Interior
TRUST AND SAVINGS BANK, AT
enlisted men practically and equalized
'
held at Mora, September: lGth. to
United Stater T,n,iH nm
THE CLOSE OP BUSINESS AUG
j
with army. Enlisted, force increased
Clayton, N. M. September, lb 08
name the da mocratic county ticket.
UST 31st, 1908.
,000 men.
Notice is hereoy given that
Restrictions on land of the five
Dr. Gibbs' returned from Dawson
RESOURCES
Jose
Dolores Maestas, of Roy, N
civilized
tribes removed, adding; the first of the week and has onencd ixmns ana Discounts
.
$ 11.902,01
M., who on August 20, ItiQ'i
.
.
uveruruns
$150,000,000 to taxable property of Ok- his drug store the first door
114 IS
east of Keul Estate
madeHomesteadpnt.ru- ir,v jmm'
.
.
1.0uo!lX
.
lahoma.
the
v urniture una Fixtures
.
am .a (serial No. 01297), for e
se
Numerous additional lights, lightThis is a branch of business that Due us from Bunks
sec. 15 ana e s ne
UUO
Section
houses and buoys.
.
has long been needed in Roy and we úpense
.
(n
22, township 17N., Range 25e
Granting 3,000 pensions to deserving certainly welcome the Doctor as an iasn ana hiiftit Exchange
35091s N. M.
P. Meridian, has fi or rw
veterans of the civil and Spanish wars. enterprising citizen.
Í33.844.57 tice ofhis
intention to mide final
Creation of commission and approfive year proof, to establish
LIABILITIES
Boys
come
claim
in
and
see
our
stock
of
priation of $1,500,000 for representaCapitol Stock puld in
I 15.000.00 to the land above dpr-ition of the United States at the Tokio Nobby Sweater Coats, new
Interest and Exchange
r9.28 fore W. h. Willcox, U. S. Comjust the thing for fall wear. F, M. Co. Individual deposits
exposition.
15.23W.41
missioner, at his nfhVp in
Certificates of deposit
1,758.65
Prohibiting desecration and improp , 0n September 20th the girls Indus- Cashiers
N.
M., on the 26th day of October
checks outstanding
873,80
er use of the flag.
.
.
trial School will be reopened. All Bills Payable
1.204.40 lUO.
Appropriation of $29.222,000 for girls over six are cordially invited to
Claimant npjDieS a,S Wltnoauao.
$33.844.57
Panama canal.
be in regular attendance, also all
Antonio
A. Romero, Ricrrdo RoI, Wm. C. Rov. Cashier of fcnlrl
Anarchistic and seditieus publications ladies who are interested in this work. bank
do solemnly swear that the above mero, Jose de la Crnz MtiT-ti.- ,
and intoxicants and cocaine excluded
Hours from 3 to 5.
statement is true, to the best nf Urmu.i. Juan Maestas y G.mzales, all of
from the mails.
Mrs. J. Floersheim, Pres.
edge
and belief. So help me God.
Sixty-tw- o
laws authorizing conEdward W P.
(signed) WM. C. ROY,
Get ready for tht cold winter
struction of bridges over navagabl e
Rp.i.fL ,
months. A full line of Comforts and
"oiouvri
Cashier.
streams.
Foa sai p
Nine laws affecting Federal courts, Blankets at Floersheim's.
Relinquishment of 4 claima tn
..
Farmer Attenton
judicial districts, etc.
body
with two good houses,:
Of
Card
Thanks
Twenty-fiv- e
laws affecting public
Prospects for a splendid crou of win
wll wi'tii
plenty of good water: n.ir-- ; l
i . .
lands, making special grants, etc. '
The Swastika Dramatic Club wish ter wheat was never better. With tha
fence, 1200 tenca posts, 23
One hundred and fifty-tw- o
acres
broV
public to extend there sincere thanks to all soil in good shape and our Turkey Red
en and 10 in crops, cash value
laws were enacted.
of i
those, who so kindly assisted in the seea wneat, (raised in dry Kansas)
$1000.00 Adjourns the
There were 2,300 invalid pension acts removal of the remains of party un armed in deep results are postive.
railroad.
Will
sell for $lttJ0.0J
and about 700 private pension acts.
We rent our Kentucky I'ress Wheel
known.
ifta'oi
within tha next sixty divs..parBill introduced in House over 22,000
Mrs, B. Goodman, Pres.
urnis at nominal charge.
,
ticulars cal . on on o,1.
in Senate, ovér 7,000.
Estella Mason. Sec.
Floersheim Merc. Co.
HojrKealty
,
"
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Contest Notice.

NOTICE for PUBLICATION
f
'
Department of the Interior, "
Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office,
U. S. Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M.,
Clayton, N..M August 14th, 1908,
August 24th 1908.
Notice is hereby given that Bon
A sufflcent contest affidavit having
been filed in this office by Luis Silva, ifació"Ei Lovatoí of Leon, NrM.;
;

1

of Roy, N. M", contestant, against
homestead entry No. 7861, made March
24, 1904, for É. 2 NE 4 and' E.
section :34,' township. ,,22ií.0,1
SE
24,
E., by Alexander H. Pjsrry,
range
Contestee, in which1 it is alleged that
"sáid: Alexander H.' Perry has wholly
abandoned "said, track'; thdt é has!
changed his residence therefrom for,
more than six - months sine- making
1- -2

1--

1--

1- -4

-

.

'fíiáde AjidresC. PachecQpf Gould N.M,
.,, t:, .1, i,v ,jEdw,ard.v m Fx-,;,homestead entry," No 4Í)pltsQr;
i;Regiér.
íal'no;' 0676, 'for "taw'
í
se0,sw:l-4.fejifrl4';- :
.ilVisec; 17,'sl
Is? e!J"l-4- ,
iectipn
ptmrjcA.TiON''-township;
"'
'ioTicE'fdr
18 n. , range 31 e., Ñ..JÍ. PVJerj.-diaia.'lía- s
department o'ftltó In'teríSfí, ;u
filed noticerf indention to
J'ünlted títimi lAnd tMace.'"'make" Piñal five eflff'rópf, 16. - ' Clayton,
MMil& ti, 19Ü8, " '
who,, orí ;

Jújie '6,

190ÍJ,

:

1--

4

I

.

1--

2

-

establish' claim
thean'd abQve s'Kt
Tj; Jul.'--i
described, before. p. S.. purt Tritíldád hutMo,
'df i Ascétfí
'tóu'jJ
Cpmipissioner, Mánüel;Martinez; aUa nns.hni xitJA
at his' office in Gallegds.vN. M.',"6 AprU l," 1905 made' homéstéa'd
the 21th day of SeptlbLé.'lQO eñtry No; '4497 (serial, No.' 0069),
Claimant names' - as witnesses; for' s
3í's ri
Nestoi1 Crde Baca, JuanM. 6de
Baca, Julió Lovato, Pedro
rWg 25'é., N: ',M:i
'
'
N . M.
of tieon:'
ti&'fitéd
notiér'bf- "ihtiéhtión to
"
'
r. - wr Edward W. FoxhÚ
fiv'fe'veaf 'tiM ."to 'ésmake
Pinal
i
. tablish
'ui Registers
9lathu,tb;
.théland" above
'''Ml i,:SfHb'.tX H '
déseribtíd,' bMóreA; S. tíushke-vitz- ,
U. STOm'm&sionW, at his
NOTICE for PUBLICATION, ffjjit office in Rpyy (, M pn
:
i the 3rd
DéáWimerit of the Juttfrior- day, of Ocibi 3(90,,
'
United States Lkid OftTe;,.
' Glaimaiit names íjosu iWitnesse s :
ClayW N M; Sept:,3rd, 190;A Feliciano Luoer?,. Adolfo Montoi;Notice 'is hereby: given that yo, Thoina M ctí path, J,ohfl,(Ta'
PranciscdBacay S'indoV'óf Roy, shai'ski, all ófRóyi. SiM,, ,

sain entry; that 'said trackw;nseU
tied upon and cultivated by said par
ty as required by law; that since
making entry, he has1 never established
residence on his claim nor has' hé in
any way complied with the homestead
law, and that he hasiheen jibscent
from said land for more thatf three
years last past and continues W 'until'
the present 'date arid he has totally
'said land!' V and- thai' said
allegéd' abscence was hot due ' to his
employment in the military or navy
service of the United States iri'timé of
wars; said affidavit having been filed Ju
ly 2,: Í098. said parties aré hereby hotifi
edto appear, respond and offer evidence
touching said allegation at 10 'o'clock N. M. who, On Jfan:'4v léÓí.,;'.made
a. mi óivOctober 3rd 1908, before Á. homestead entry (Seviiil JÍqjPÍÓ)
"

in Roy, N. M. on, ihe 24th day of
October 1908,., :,.
ii Claimant, names as witnesses;
J,uaa A. Bernal, of , Roy. N. M.,,
Tomas Ai Rivera, of Roy N. M.,
Nemesio Blea, of Gould; N. ' M.'j

vT'í-.hí-

'

1--

2

.

qimienion

e

tJ'

o. Court Commissioner, at his
office in Roy, N. M., on the24th
day of October, 1903.
Claimant names as' witnesses;
directed' "thál sudh, 'notice George Gonzales,; Dqlores Bobe given by due and proper , publica- mero, Doroteo MvMartinez, Al
ejandro Branch, all of Rot N. M.
..
tion.
Manuel R.. Otero,
.!
mu r :
Hiüward w. jftvjo-';

-

v

''

'

'

"'' '"'

'

.

'Register.;';
V."

&i

i

- ''

:

","

'

; ..i-.- .
NOTICE for'PUÉIilCATlOm

;

I

'

'f

'

nei4ec.

jO(588)Í9rjSil;2

14and

is

7"f

nw

lseplüpn,,

'

-

make FinaLfiye

-

;

'for' PUBLICATION..
Department of 'the Interior-'"- '
'!? United Stated Land Offiicé,
Clayton, N. M." Sept. 3rd, 1908,. ':
Notice 'is hereby given that
Tobias Jaramilloof Roy, N. M. ,' who
on October 12, 1903, made home-- '
NOTICE

!,.

stead entry

(0998) No. 5101, for
section 33, W.
M.
WW. 4 and
secThe said contestant having, in a
affidavit, filed August 15. 1908 tion 34, township 17 N. range 29
set forth facts which show that after E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed
due diligence personal service of this notice of intention to make final
notice can not be made, it is hereby five year proof, to establish claim
ordered and directed that such notice to the land above
described, debe given due and proper publication.
scribed, before W. H. Wilbox,
Manuel R. Otero,
Register.
U. S. Court Comm., at his office

NE.

1--

4

1--

NE.

1-- 4

NW1-4SWV1--

for pUBCATION.f, (,
Department of tbelntéríoiV,
United States
Qfiiicei
,

Id

'i''Clayton,'N: M:

July-7,-

190ft,

i

i

No. 0677) for Lots ,1 , 2, 3 and 4,
section üu townsnip Jen., range
32er.',"N. M . P. Meridian, has filed
r

-

.i'. VI

d

,

.ll,,: i''.'

íOTICBiPOR PUBLICATION jíí"

D,éjírtJítteBt,'oí the Interior.
Mind Of fioei"
Clayton,
14;1 1908.

uSt

Hrti.-itn--

"' !

Montoya, of Roy, N. M.
mi ApriJ'W, '' J 901; made
homestead entry No.' 28G1:;- (seri
al nov 0671) for
SE
Section1 5, and' Nl:2NE 14 section 8,
township 19 N, range 25 E.;N. M,
P.' nwridhm,-- ' has filed notice of
intentions to makip' fiinal five
year1' proof,' to establish claim to
the land above described, before
A. S.i'Busnkévitz, U. S. Commissioner, at his. office in Roy, N. M.
on the 5th day of October; 1908.1'
Claimant names as- witnesses;
Aurélid Ald'eiz, Tíiómáá McGrath
'Trinidad MtiGath.'Manuel' Gal- J
frrrcs oil a! li aw XT A$
' '" ' '
'
EdWard W!' Fox.
Register.
Juan'-N-

:

who1

1--

'

IL'I

!..
r

f

.

i

Clayton, N. M.August, 14 ÍH).
Notice is hereby given tin t
Demetrio Garcia, of Góüld, N. la.
Who'," on August 5, 1902, made
ltórfiestea'd 'entry No; 3899 ' (Serial Nó'. 0667) for S
S. E.
Sec;-21and W.
S Wl-- Sec: 22
tttÚTishlp 19 n, range ' 28 e,'''N.
Ml'P.'Meridian, as1.' filed nPtitíe
of intention to make final' five
year proof, to establish claim to
the land above described, before
Alex. S. BushkeviWv l.;S. Commissioner, at his office in Roy, N.
M., on the 3rd day pí Oct, 1908.
Claimant names as witnesses:
J. B. Garcia, Leonor Pacheco, J.
M. Flores, Nazaro Flores, all of
Roy, N. M.V
tI;ti
..
Edward W, Fox.
:

J

1--

1--

1--

2

4

4

.

.

Register.

1--

2

--

1

'

''"-MO-

I

,

-

,-

l;XM.

Ji'--

.Uil

" Department Pf the Interior,
" .United states Land Office,

'

tómmissioner, at lus
piV the ,3 rd'

i'lll!lv.

"

'-3

notice iorrmJCATios

-

SK'WM-

itegister.
'
!'.

' JÜQTK3E

' ', Notice is herebygi veo that Jose
Garcia, of Gallegos, N.' iML',1 who
on December 29, 1902, made
homestead entry No. 4278 (Serial

es.- -

y.ear-ProoLt-

opotober,

'.

'

'

.;

.Intentipu..

hít.filefi ftbtice

Uvfe,

...

iu-- 1

Í4U

XWmZii eiN.LM..,P.. Meridian,

OqlJpyJi
1908day.

M

tion 17, :;township 20Ni, range
E.,N.M.P.Meridianhasfilednotice
df intention to maRe fi nal prdof;
to. establish claim t;o, the;.Tat),d.'.ar
bóye';. described, before tüe Reg'
ister and Receiver;' at iiC51aytont
N Mi on the 24th day
of ' October
;'to---- .
.- .'ions' ' ,.
.,
..
,w,
liu.
j Claimant.nmes as witnesses;
dose U. " Baca, ofr Rov N.. M
Manuél Argúello of Aíbert.N; M.(
Casemiro Lucero of Albert N. M,
Olivero Lviero oGalleg'os-.NM.- '
Ldward W. Fox.'
...

.v,i..i
'tí

fl

2

:

(ff-i;ii-

1--

--

4

Jtl

HU i;.,ifu

32, w 2
townshiptl2ln.J1

--

1--

--

I

2i--10-

i

er

:

(';

;
.United States- Land Offiice.-.Claimant names "its- witnesstes
Clayton; NvM.' Sept.' 3rd 1908ya Triaidad'Lupero Adolfo Mdnto-- ;
Notice fis' Mr!,Vén';.that yafThmmts McGrath' Jobñ Ta-- !
Neo. Lucero,"bfl Rpjjjí, 'fejfeci sharski, all of Roy, N. M,v f'nfm
who on Aug. , 26, 1905, madeidles- :u:
'Evcard W. Pot.
ertland entry (0997) No: 216, 'for ''&&-lQ- $
;,:i;;v t 'Register
s, wr"i-sv;
NW.

,

:

..Uih Wegcibgd before A:, S; Bushk.e-

Deparment;pf:thé!íntéHoí

NE.'

.

índ

.

-

..

notice of intention to makejFinal
five year proof, toestabfobfClaim
1..: UlUit.f. hVltttoKvi jWi Wrr
to the land abova described, beJ. ''Eegíáter;''
&2WS
fore Manuel t Martinezj 1U4 S.
'"4
....... Court Gómmissionéri. at his office
in Gallegos, N. M. wl the 1st
NOTICE IOr PUBLICATION.
day
of Septembbr, 1908,
..Departrngatipf tiie,interior,
Claimant
names as witttesses:
(Ji,.,;. Unitawe
Office,, ,
,s C7ay.t9n,íívMAugu.st, 1.319QR Gregorio Garcia, Juan Garcia,
Pedro1' Muniz,
iif .Nceiiiimhepfiby given that Jose M. Martinez
Felicano Lucero.tof R(,v,.N. M. all bf Gallegos. N..;M.":i: .'
Edward W.Fox.'
whpon Apnl 1, 1903,, made home- '
4
try,
Reeister-- .
;No
No.
(serial,
sitead.
4..,,.
.)l.U..I

.."íiRegistyeíjíT iablish claim to thé; ,land above

"6-1210-1-

CONTEST NOTICE.
'
Department, of the Interior,
"
'
United Statek Land Office,
Santa Fe. N; MV, August 18. 1008.
.
A sufflcent contest aftídávií haying
been filed in this office by Federico
Táfoya; of Roy, N. M.r contestant,;
against ' Homestead entry No. 7864,
made Masch 24, 1904, for the e 2 ne
4
and e 2 'se 4 séclión 27, township 22 n., range 24. e., by Maragret
Perry, contestee, in which it is alleged
that " said Miss Perry has wholly
said tract; that she has
changed her residence therefrom for
more than six months .since making
said entry; that said tract is not
settled upon and cultivated by said
a(.t'v na rennired bv law: never built
a house upon the larid.since making
entry to ine present aaie, ,nur uas sub
in any way complied with thé requirements n thft hntnestead law as to resi
dence or cultivation; that she has. been
absent for more than three years last
past up to the present date; she now
resides in California and will never Return to her claim:'' andthatsaidalleged
absence was not due to ' employment
in .ho military or naval service. of the
United States in time of war;' said
affldvait haying been 'filed July 25, 1908
to apsaid parties are hereby notified
'
pear, respond, aridi": offer evidence
touching . said alletration
at 10
2, 1ÍKI8, be
o'clock a. m. on October
H. Rushkevitz- - 'U. S. Oom
missioner, at Roy, N. M., (and that
final hearing will be held at 10 o'clock
a. m. October 12, 1908, before) the
Register and the Receiver at the Unit
ed States uaná umce in oania. re, in,
1--

.

'

:

4

:

to make final five year proof,' to
establish claim to thé,ilan4'fdés-cribed.befor-

..

1--

"'

1--

W, H. Willcox

4

U

Commissioner,. No. 2654. for N
1h4 and
S., Bnshkevitz, U,
Wt Roy, N, JM
(and that fitíkl hearing N 2 NW1-4- , secfiow27tdwtship
'
will" be held at 10 o'clock a.f. m." on '2Í N.;' range 28
October 13,' 1908,hefore): thé Régiter uian, uas meu nonce,
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and Receiver at the United States
Hand Office in Sarita Fe, N.' M:
'vThe said contestant. having,1 in a
proper affidavit, filed August 24th 1903
- set lorth facts' which sliow that after
diligence personal seryiee of this notice can not be made' it is hereby

1--

1--

-

.

,

M., who on. July 7, 190-1- . made
homestead entry No. 4?o (serial
No. 0670), for' sw
sec.
sw
15, and W 2 nw
and nw
sw
section 22, township 19 n.
irangé 27e., N. M, P. Meridian,
has filed ' notice of intention
to make Final five yearprppf,
to establish claim to the.Jand
áhove described, before U. S.
Commissioner, A. S. Bushkeyitz,
at his office in, Roy, N. M., o a,the
5th day of October, 1908.
'unr
'Claimant tiames as witnesseej
J6seB: Kiarcia, Jose idei Jetíus
Garcia, Euíaterio Upbarrv pesarlo Garcia, allot Roy, NíM:
oluí
Edward WFoxjw .i;5
..'fi'juiiri'rArjRegister.

l
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NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

Department bf tho Interior,
U. S. Land Offiice.

Chyton.N. M. Augustl4th, 1908,
Notice is hereby given that

Manuel Gonzales y Duran, ad- minstrator of Petra Torres de
Martinez, deceased, of Roy, N

,

NOTICEhiFOR PUBLICATION.
.

i

...

Department of the Interior,
Unites States Land Office,
Clayton. T. M- - August 21st 1908- Notice is hereby given, that

Oscar E. Dolch, of Roy, N. M.,
who, on February 11, ,1907 made
homestead entry. Na. 15028. (ser
ial no. 0783), for SW.
section
29, township 20 N. raar 26 E.,
N M. P. meridian, has filed notice of intention to make lin.nl
commutation proof, to establish
claim to the land above described
before W. H. Willcox, U. S. Court
Commissioner at his ' office in
Roy, N; M., on the. 2nd day of Ocl--

tober 1908.

l.

;.;

.

Claimant names as witnesses:
John Turner, Filetus H. Foster,
Edward B. Holmes and Millard
Alldridge, all of Roy, N. M.
Edward W. Frx,
'
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HINTS ON ECONOMY
SAVINGS

THAT MAY BE EFFECTED BY THE HOUSEWIFE.

I
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i
mena
tioies in Agateware
Renewing Shrunken Wool Union
Suits Effectively Removing
Shine from Garments.

now
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When an ag
gravating hole suddenly appears in an
agate or porcelain lined stew pan, de
not throw it away as past redemption
Take one of the round headed papei
fasteners, such as lawyers of teachers
are in the habit of using to keep th(
sheets of a manuscript together; pust
the two level flat clips through the
hole from the Inside; bend back or
th nutRidíthen lavlnir the basin
on a hard substance, hammer th
round head down flat on the Inside
and it will last a long time.
Save Gas' When Cooking. To savf
expense when using a gas stove hav
a piece of sheet iron large enough tc
cover the top of the stove and turn
on only one burner. The heat will be
diffused enough to cook a whole din
ner. This also solves the problem of
keeping things hot on a gas stove.
Keep a
Hard Soap Lasts Longer.
supply of laundry soap and remove
wrappers so the soap will become hard
I
T,
lnr.1V ., ..
oa
iu mot tntlna
ueiure ucmig. 11 ...Ill
ith.c wo
long as when used freslrand soft.
Economy In Shoes. When white kid
slippers have become too soiled to admit of cleaning, have a cobbler dye
them black and then polish with dull
polish. They are soft and comfort- To Mend Agateware.

-

shoe.

'

J
Réhew Wool Union Suits. Wool
nn.nn mi. ta Hint Tinvfl hPOOlilG too
SMirrVi o
oDL'.TUlt
r lr o. rc ts,i vja Til íl - O
m nil tit
LJ.ll J Uk,U Dill lllitfcV nan
new. Cut the suit
good
as
as
almost
in nan arouna me waisi une. uuy
a skein of wool yarn the color of the
suit and crochet a common stitch on
to the waist part, row after row, until,
you think you have the desired
length of garment. Then join this
. with the' same stitch on to the trouser
part and you will have a suit which
can be worn a few more seasons.
Use for Old Yarn. All the odds and
ends of yarn about the house can be
Vi

gether, using the chain stitch.

Lay

In loops about eight Inches long. Tie
In the center with a bow of ribbon

Colorado Mining Convention.
Denver. The federal forest bureau
was placed on the griddle Friday afternoon and sensational charges, directed
chiefly against rangers In the employ
of the department, flew as thick and
fast as the speakers could utter them.
The whole forestry policy of the government was denounced as a fraud and
a graft and a serious menace to the
mining men of the West. Forest rangers in Colorado, it was charged, are out
to sell' timber, cut on public domain,
from which they are vigilant to bar others, at the best price, in order to make
a record in Washington, with the result
that, through their own destruction,
five and ten times more timber is now
being cut on reserves here than before the present policies of the government came into force. Oppression of
the prospector by tyrannical demands
and Ignorance is preventing hard working miners from' securing patents' to
valuable stakes, according to some
speakers. The policy of placing forest
reserves above timber line was scoffed
at. Lively debate on the subject was
brought out by the charges and the
convention was about evenly divided
on the value of the forest service.
The department and Mr. Pinchot
were not without their friends in the
'
convention.
.
"In a century from now," said James
F. Callbreath, Jr., when the full importance of the present policy to pre-thnation's forests is realized,
the name of Gifford Pinchot will rank
néxt to that of George Washington as
a public benefactor."

Stimson Nominated for Congress.
rifinver. The last of the Democratic
conventions that interest Denver were
held Friday, when the delegates representing Denver county, the various
float legislative and senatorial districts and the First Congressional district, met and selected their candidates.
Judge E. C. Stimson was nominated
for congressman in the First district.
John S. Irby, private secretary to
Mayor Speer, was nominated for the
disstate senate in the Twenty-secontrict.
Elbert Greenwood of Boulder,' C. S.
McCoy of Wray, and J. D. Long of
were nominated for represen-tatlves- s
by the three float districts
that held their conventions In Denver.'
Greenwood was chosen by the district made up of Denver, Arapahoe, Adams and Boulder counties.
McCoy from the district made up' of
Denver, Adams, Arapahoe, Phillips,
Sedgwick and Yuma counties.
Long by the district made up of
Denver, Adams, Arapahoe, Cheyenne,
Elbert, Kit Carson and Lincoln counties.
'

d

Workmen Hungry.
A remarkable scene was
Glasgow.
witnessed Thursday at the office of the
city council. Crowds of the unemployed gathered before the council convened and a delegation of twelve was
admitted to the meeting.' The spokesman of the unemployed said that never
before had there been such distress In
Glasgow. The chancellor replied with
deep emotion. He said the council had
received the delegation in a spirit of
good feeling and that he would do all
in his power to help those who needed
work.
Glasgow

and attach this to a smooth stick. This
makes an attractive duster for the
nursery.
Use Crusts of Bread. The crusts of
bread may be cut in blocks, browned
In the oven, and put aside to serve
with soups. They may also be used
In scalloped dishes, as scalloped tomatoes and cabbage. Dry the unslght-ly and rougher pieces, then grind and
use for breading.
Remove Shine .of Garments. Gloss
and shine may be effectively removed
More Records Broken.
from garments by rubbing emery pa-- i
per against the fabric hard enough to
Washington. In two flights at Fort
raise the nap. This will not Injure Meyer Saturday, Orville Wright, in
' the goods, and will greatly Improve
the "Wright flyer," broke three rec
sec-th- e
the appearance of the garment, mak- ords. Staying up 9 minutes
first flight, in which Ma
ing It look almost as good as new.
George 0. Squiers, acting chief
Resole Bathing Shoes. Many per- - jor
officer, accompanied him, Mr.
signal
sons at this stage of the summer find uricrVit hrniifl the record for a two- '
the canvas covering of the soles of man flight which he established Tues
' their bathing shoes worn through and
day. In the second nignt Mr. wrigni
the Inner cork soles falling out. Take broke the record for time and distance
flying machine,
a piece of drilling and cut It out the of a heavler-than-ai- r
Friday, by re
established
ho
mMnh
sole
cork
push
the
soles,
size of the
1 hour, 14 min
for
air
the
in
maining
drillInto place, and cover it with the
24 seconds.
and
utes
edges
In
turned
the
whipping
ing by
By a fire in the Belmont hotel Jn
of the drilling to the top of the shoe.
hotel near the Albany,
To Protect Baby's Clothes. Make a Denver, a small
arm-holon the morning of the
street,
cut
material;
Stout
on
bag of any wash
in one side of it and holes in the 8th inst. four persons lost their lives
end for baby's feet to pass through. and seven others were injured, three of
Run a drawstring through the top, them eriouslv. The dead are George
which will gather to fit the neck. D. Ott, John J. Kane, George W. Bodle
When baby is dressed for the day slip and J. B. Moore. Patrick Treadwell,uea
Inmember of the cripple ureeit nre
this over its other clothes. It is of
partment, sustained probably fatal in
valuable benefit as a saving to the
Juries.
child.
creeping
a
of
clothing
1

.
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RIVALS TO DINE

SAME BOARD

AT

TAFT AND BRYAN TO BE GUESTS
AT BIG BANQUET

IN

CHICAGO.

EVENT

NON-POLITIC-

CONVENTION

OF THE LAKES TO

GULF DEEP WATERWAY
ASSOCIATION.
Chicago.
For the first time in the
history of modern politics two rival
candidates for the presidency of the
United States will meet at the same
board and address the same audience
when William H. Taft, Republican, of
Ohio, and William J. Bryan, Democrat,
of Nebraska, are to be the guests of
honor at the annual banquet of the Chicago Association of Commerce, at the
Auditorium on the evening of October
7th.
This announcement was made Friday at the headquarters of the Chicago Association of Commerce.
There will be no question as to
which of the candidates will occupy
seat. It will be occuthe right-hanpied by Mr. Taft at the express wish
and with the full approval of the Democratic nominee and his friends.
Chairman Mack declared that Taft, as
a recent member of the present administration, was clearly entitled to
the place of honor at the feast. The
Ohloan. therefore, will sit at the right
hand of President Hall and the Nebras- kan on the left.
The meeting of the two candidates
will 'differ from the meeting of the na
tional candidates in the state of Illi
years ago, when Abra
nois forty-eigh- t
ham Lincoln and Stephen A. Douglas
began their famous debates, by reason
of the inhibition placed on political
discourse. An attendance of about
1,000 persons is expected at the ban
quet.
In addition to the great banquet
room of the Auditorium, the rooms adjoining on the ninth floor of the Fine
Arts building have been secured, and
the whole will be thrown together for
the occasion.
It already had been announced that
Taft would open the third convention
of the Lakes to the Gulf Deep Waterway Association, for which the Association of Commerce will act as host,
on the afternoon of October 7th, and
that Bryan would close It on October
9th, and that Taft would be the guest
of honor at the banquet on the evening of October 7th. Bryan's acceptance 'of the dinner invitation, however, assuring a notable occasion, came
as a pleasant surprise. Taft's acceptance was obtained by President Richard C. Hall, Vice President E. F. Conway and Secretary T. E. Wilder of the
association, who returned to Chicago
Thursday from Cincinnati.
telephone figured
The
prominently in the negotiations to secure the presence of Bryan at the banquet. The invitation had been under
serious consideration by Norman E.
Mack, chairman of the national committee, for some time, and at a late
night he called up
Bryan, then at Terre Haute, Indiana,
telephone.
on the
Bryan had retired for the night, but
answered the call. He was informed,
as Taft had been, that the banquet
one, and that
would be a
it would be held under the auspices
organization. He
of a
agreed to attend. The deep waterways project is favored by the leaders
of "both parties, and is not, therefore,
a subject over which any political
discussion is expected.
d
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Night Sweats

Cough.

E. W. Walton, Condr. S. P. Ry.i 717
Van Ness St., Saa Antonio, Tex.,
writes : "During the summer and fall
of 1902, my annoyance from catarrh
reached that stage where it was actual
misery and developed alarming sympd
cough,
toms, such as a very
night sweats, and pains in the head and
chest. I experimented with several
remedies before I finally decided
to take a thorough course of Peruna.
"Twoof my friends ha gone so far as
to inform me that the thing; for me to do
was to resign my position ard seek a
higher, moro congenial climate. Kvery-on- e
thought I had consumption and I
was not expected to live very long.
"Having procured some Peruna, I decided to give it a thorough test and a"
plied myself assiduously to the task t
taking it, a3 per instructions, In the
meantime.
"The effects were soon apparent, all
alarming symptoms disappeared and
my general health bocame fully as good
as it had ever been in my life.
"I have resorted toJJio uso of Peruna
.on two or three occasions since that
time to cure myself of bad colds."
deep-seate-

Cheerful, Anyhow.
"Hello, sport; I haven't seen you for
20 years. How are you getting on?"
And
"Oh, I'm a
you?"
"
"Oh, I'm a
multi-failure.-

How's This?
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward (or any
case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by Hall
Catarrh Cure.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo. O.
We, the underatanwl, havo known F. J. Cheney
tor the last 16 years, and believe him perfectly honand financially
orable In all business transactions
able t6 carry out any obliratidiiB made by his firm.
WALDlNd,

Hall's
directly
system.
bottle.
Take

MAKVIN,

KlNNAM

.

Wholesale Drurelsts, Toledo, O.
Cure Is taken internally, acting
Catarrh
upon the blood and mucous surfaces of the
Testimonials sent free. Trice 75 cents per
Sold by all Drunrlsts.
Hall's Family Pills (or constipation.

More Refined.
You say Bill was shot?
Cowbqy Well, we call it "death

Visitor

lead
from
Times.

St. J.ouis

poisoning."

Man and Beast Alike.
Only those who have suffered the
agony of eye afflictions can appreciate
the blessing to humanity in Dr. Mitch-

ell's famous Eye Salve. Introduced in
this region as far back as 1849 It is
found
in all well regulated
homes hereabouts. Not alone the eyes
of man but those of the dumb animals
have enjoyed its comforts. Mitchell's
Eye Salve. Sold everywhere; Price 25c.
y

Most wild things are indigenous to
the soil, yet lots of men waste time
in- - sowing wild oats.

'Si

hour-Thursda-

e

The Boulder Fish and Game club has
been incorporated, the articles of incorporation stating that the association
is not for profit but to stock the
streams and woods of the region with
trout and game. The incorporators are
Daniel E. McAllister, Peter C. Johnson
and Adam Weber.
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BOY PAINTER
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Thompson's Eye Wafer

m

THE SAFE WAY TO PUY PAINT.

Property owners will save a deal
of trouble and expense in keeping
their buildings properly painted, if
they know how to protect themselves
against misrepresentation and adulteration in paint materials. There's
Bits of News Gathered
one sure and safe guide to a pure and
at
National Capital.
thoroughly dependable White Lead
that's the "Dutch Boy Painter" trade
mark which the National Lead Company, the largest makfrs of genuine
White Lead, place on every package
of their product. This company sends
by
a
young
dance. a simple and sure little outfit for testpeople, followed
for
ing white lead, and a valuable paint
Occasionally the parents had a few of
book, free, to all who write for it.
their friends in. to dinner, but the so- Their address is Woodbridge Bldg.,
cial and official programs of the pres- New York City.
ident and Mrs. Roosevelt left little
SO LOGICAL.
time on their calendar for any" affairs
that Miss Alice might have had in
mind. So the little clique of which
to the president's daughter was a memreturn
The
WASHINGTON.
ber saw to it that her season's
of President Roosewas full.
velt and family will mean that the so-- 'A
IfHowever, this does not promise to
cial season will hegin within a short
daughtime after their arrival. Miss Ethel be the case when the younger
7
Roosevelt has spent a quiet summer, ter of the White House blooms out as
will
the greater part of it heing at her fa- a full fledged social flower. She
ther's home at Oyster Bay. She has have a brilliant ball the fairy story
had a rest and Is fully prepared for writers have fixed this important
Mrs. Sparker Do you think she
the most notable year of her young event for early in January, just after really prefers a horse to the motor
life the year when Bhe will be form- the official season opens and from car?
ally presented to society and will that time until the "curtain rings
Mrs. Tyie Well, any one must ad
reign as "the. first young lady of the slowly down" on the administration
mit that a horse is more becoming to
land." Regarding Miss Ethel's social of Theodore Roosevelt his young a woman 'with such
hair!
campaign in the coming season society daughter will be the center of a brilIs deeply interested.
liant whirl. Society even hopes that
When the Minister Scored,
It has been recalled that the then her engagement will be announced beA country clergyman, while recently
Alice Roosevelt was given only one fore the close of her father's term, aladvocating the support of a charitable
Entertainment by her parents in the though even the most daring social object, prefaced the circulation of the
White House from her coming out gossips have not yet selected a life plate with the following address:
ball. This was a large dinner party mate for Miss Ethel.
"From the great sympathy I have witnessed in your countenances, there Is
only one thing I am afraid of that
some of you may feel inclined to give
take any chances on fate or African too much. Now, it is my duty to in
lions, so James E. Fraser, of New form you that justice should always
generosity;
York, who was commissioned to exe be a prime virtue to
I wish to have it thoroughly
therefore,
cute it months ago, was ordered to
understood that no person will think
hurry up the heroic touches and subof putting anything on the plate who
mit the design in plaster.
cannot pay his debts." The result was
A few days ago he notified the an overflowing collection.
superintendent of the capítol buildDISTEMPER
ing that it was ready to be worked
ROOSEVELT
let
it
has
PRESIDENT
In all its forms among all ages of horses,
that one of the chief Into marble, and the command for as well as dogs, cured and others in the
things he is Interested in during the him to go ahead was about to be is same stable prevented from having the
closing days of the latest administra- sued, when word came from Oyster disease with SPOHN'S DISTEMPER
Every bottle guaranteed. Over
tion is the statue of himself, which is Bay that not another stroke of work CURB.
500,000 bottles sold last year. $.50 .and
Boon to be placed in the senate gal- was to be done until the president had
Any good druggist, or send to manlery.
All the. other
looked himself over and was pleased ufacturers. Agents wanted. Write for
naveong been immortalized in mar- with the glad smile he was to hand free book. Spohn Medical Co., Spec. Contagious Diseases, Goshen, Ind.
ble, ánd most of them had the pleasdown to posterity.
ure, before passing away, of saying
It is impossible to learn whether Mr
Shower of Sulphur.
whether the work of the sculptor had Fraser has molded Mr. Roosevelt as
a small town 30 miles from
Charolles,
been sufficiently complimentary.
the presiding officer of the senate, in Macon, In France, has recently been
In view of the fact that Mr. Roose- the uniform of a rough rider, or in a
by a shower of sulphur.. The
velt was still young and vigorous, the tennis costume. It is understood that visited
roofs, gardens, fields, vineyards, rivers
senate hesitated to perpetuate him un- the sculptor is chiefly concerned over
and ponds were covered with a yellow
til he was closer to the three-scorwhether he has the proper number of dust,
and for some time the peasants
and ten milestone. But he passed the teeth showing and the presidential
in the fields were troubled by a sul
word along that he did not intend to glasses sitting at the correct angle.
phurous biting odor which made
breathing difficult.

Washington Whisperings
Interesting
the

Coming White House Season to Be Gay

Or

pro-SiE-

-

3
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Teddy' Interested in Statue of Self

More proof that Lydia E. Pink
ham's Vegetable Compound saves
woman from surgical operations
Mrs. S. A "Williams, of Gardiner,
Maine, writes:
" I was a great sufferer from female

troubles, and Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound restored me to health
in three months, after my physician
declared that an operation was absolutely necessary."

Mrs. Alvina Sperling, of 154
Ave Chicago, I1L, writes

Gey-bour-

"I suffered from female troubles, a
tumor and much inflammation. Two
of the best doctors in Chicago decided
that an operation was necessary to save
my life. Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound entirely cured me without
an operation."
FACTS FOR SICK WOMEN.
For thirty years Lydia E. Pink-

ham's Vegetable Compound, made
from roots and herbs, has been the
standard remedy for female ills,
and has positively cured thousands of
women who have been troubled with
displacements, inflammation, ulceration, fibroid tumors, irregularities,
periodic pains, backache, that bear-leeuuij, uauuicuuy , muigeo- tion,dizziness,or nervous prostration.
Why don't you try it f
mg-uow-

u

Mrs. Pinkham invites all sick
women to write her for advice.
She has guided, thousands to
health. Address, Lynn, Mass

SICK HEADACHE
CARTERS
CllTTLE

is still a most cheerful and el
ficient employe of the government
bureau of engraving and printing.
Mrs. Phllpott not only performs the
work expected of her by Uncle Sam
without finding it a burden, but man
ages to find time after working hours
to devote to reading and fine sewing,
the latter diversion not only proving a
pleasant pastime but adding consider
ably to her Income. She enjoys perfect
eyesight, never having had to resort
to the wearing of glasses, and is much
more active than many persons years
her junior.
In view of the fact that Dr. Osier,
upon the celebration of his sixtieth
birthday several weeks ago, elected
to continue in active service and not
depart by way of the chloroform
route pointed out by him for those
with 60 years to their credit, Mrs. Phil
pott bears him no
in fact, she
is rather Inclined to believe that the
learned doctor has been mlsrepre
sented, and hopea that he may live
to reach the ripe old age she herself
has attained, and that he may be as
useful in his sphere during his re
malning years at she has been in
hers.

IflVER

jpiUs.

SMALL PILL. SMALL DOSE. SMALL PRICE.

Genuine Must Bear
Signature

CARTERS

Fac-Simi- le

who, while a member of the faculty of

Johns

Hopkln3 university,

declared

that man's usefulness is at an end
after passing life sixtieth milestone, is
a theory that will not stand the test of
application to every day life, is the
firm belief of the vast majority of people who have passed that age and continue to lead decidedly useful lives
and to take aa keen an Interest in af
fairs as many younger members of
society. Not only this, but they give
the Osier theory a solar plexus punch
by achievements accomplished after
passing the allotted three-scoryears
and ten.
One of the most notable examples
that interest in life does not cease at
the age of 60 is to be found in Mrs.
Annie E. PhUpott, who, at the age of
e

IflVER

Ires.

REFUSE SUBSTITUTES.

Important to Mothers.

Examine carefully every bottle of
CASTORIA a safe and sure remedy for
infants and children, and see that it

93,

advocated by Dr.
rHAT thethetheory
distinguished scientist,

Positively cured by
these Little Pills.

They also relieve Distress from Dyspepsia, Indigestion and Too Hearty
Eating. A perfect remedy for Dizziness, Nausea, DrowslnesB, Bad
Taste in the Mouth, Coated Tongue, Fain in the
Side, TORPID LIVER.
They regulate the Bowels. Purely Vegetable.

e

Osier Theory Will Not Stand the Test

ne

:

LIVE STOCK AND
MISCELLANEOUS

CazM&kl

Signature
In Use For Over 30 Years
The Kind You Have Always Bought

Electrotypes
IN GREAT VARIETY

Of Most Benefit.

FORj SALÉ tAT THE

The fault which humbles us is of
more use than a good action which
puffs us up with pride. Bovee.

LOWEST

PRICES BY

A.N. KELLOGG NEWSPAPER CO.
73 W. Adams St., Chicago

Good for Sore Eyes.
PETTIT'S EYE SALVE lias
positively cured eye diseases everywhere.
for 100 years

ah aruggistsornovardiros.,Uunalo.N.

Y,

Anyway, the man who borrows trou
ble isn't asked to return it.
Boomina; oyrup.
For children teething, sof tena the gurai, reduce! to
flammatloa.aUayapalii, carea wind colla tócabotUa

girt, winnow

a man believes

Many

ishment
got a

In eternal pun-

for his neighbor.

Your Feet Ache or Burn
Ifpackage
of Allen's

íooUEase. It g
Uuk'k reliof. Two mllliuii puckagoa Bold yearly.
25c

S&SSvl

v!É;

''$-$(-

íÑfflTiS

TOF-s-

PARKER'S

HAIR BALSAM
ud bMutifiw the hair.
Promotet a luxuririt growth.

i? CImom

ft

Never Palla to fceatore Gray
Hair to ita Youthful Color.

diKaie.
SliteJLi
toipdai.nu.t
ifo0f" Cure. tclp

Watson E. Colnmnn.WMV

Bouksfree. HighPATENTS lngUn,I).C.
Beat, result
est referenoes.

EDVCA TIOXAL.
TOS

Nebraska Military Academy
Lincoln, Nebraska

j

The only way some imhp)
.
the other way.,

hair filling.
Prngpirta

kxm is

A
boarding school for boys. Splendid building and grounds. Proparos for college and
bu.inesit. rjpec.lal department for young boyaunder 11
jaaxi, J or luiurnuUuu, addreu i. D. Uaj ward. Bu

Official Directory

with but little labor and investment
of capital. Clay for
red
and white sandstone, and limestone ex- ist in large quantities and of commer- cial quality. Near Wagon Mount de
posits oi alum are reported.
THE STOCK INDUSTRY.
According to this year's assessment
the county has about 15,000 cattle, 76,- is sneep, ana 3.U0U goats. As a mat
ter of fact these figures should be mul- ípiiej at least by two. The wool pro- uced in the county amounts to about
50,000 pounds annually, and the cattle
shipped out annually total almost a3
many as the assessment credits the
ounty with. It has an ideal range and
the raising and fattening of beef cattle
is one ot the principal industries
around Wagon Mound. Watrous, and
tber settlements. The eastern portion
is devoted entirely to stock raising
he mesas support numerous flocks of
sheep and herds of cattle. This im
mense stock range is well watered and
as good shelter in its breaks and
canons. The grass is very nutritious,
being black gramma and blue joint, and
in most years is cut for hay. yielding
as high as two tons to the acre. Fortunes have been made in Mora county
by stock raising, and the man who pos
sesses capital, some experience and
usiness ability can invest money to
o better purpose than in this
in
dustry.
brick-makin-
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United States as they had been to
Mexico, and many of them fought in
the Federal ranks during the Civil
War In 1860 the county of Mora was
created out of part of the county of
Taos. It had seven .precincts then, one
of the precincts, No. 4, Rayado, later
being erected into the counties of Col
fax and Union. Being off the line of
railroad in greater part, many primitive ways still prevail side by side
with advanced civilization, adding not
little to the plcturesqueness and
harms of the section.
SETTLEMENTS.

tlonally well. The winters are mild.
he road to the Black Lakes. Cimarron.
passes
Elizabethtown,
Taos
and
through Guadalupita, crossing the
oyote twenty-thr- ee
times In the can
on.
Many a fishing party finds its
way to this canyon or to the Black
Lakes, where trout fishing, us well as
untlng. yields excellent snort. Popu
lation, 250.

Turquino is six miles north of oua- alupita. There are two sawmills in
the valley, with an almost inexhaust
ible supply of timber to draw on. Hay,
rain, and the legumes are the prin
cipal crops.
Potatoes, however, are
grown to an immense size. A number
f promising mineral prospects are in
the near-b- y
mountains, but not developed to any extent. Population, 350.
Coyote is seven miles northeast ot
Mora. It is in a narrow valley about
mile wide, .with high mountains and
bluffs on all sides. Stock raising and
griculture are the main industries. A
general storo and a postoflice are found
ere. There are several fine orchards
n the valley.
A concentrator situated
there is idle at present, although con
siderable work Is being done on the
ne mineral prospects in the vicinity.
Copper is the principal ore, some oí
it assaying as high as 85 per cent.,
besides carrying gold, silver, and lead.
Foouiation, zou.
Llano del Coyote is two miles east
f Coyote.
Its resources are chiefly
stock raising and farming. It has two
stores, one church, a school, and a
blacksmith shop. It is situated in an
pen valley, watered by the Coyote.
Population, 300.

Wagon Mound and Mora are the prin
cipal towns in Mora county and are
treated under the head of "Cities and
towns of New Mexico."
Watrous, on the San Miguel county
ne, is next in importance as a shin- ping point, being the second largest
settlement on the Santa Fe railway in
tne county. Airalta and fruit are
aised to a large extent around
There are two large store, a
blacksmith shop, two churches, and a
I'RECIXCT.
schoolhouse.
Une and a half miles
Guad Garcia
Justice of the Peace
from Watrous the Santa Fe railway is
Wm. A. Brumage
Deputy Sheriff
perating a stone quarry which at
BOARD OF EDUCATION.
times employs from 300 to 400 men,
Alex S. Bushkevitz
Chairman
upplylng ballast for the railway
Herman Goodman
Clerk
rack. Two train loads of stone are
Lucas Vigil
Member
hipped daily. Population, 350.
Cleveland, better known as San An
tonio, lies three miles west of Mora,
WEALTH.
In the Mora valley. Two stores, a saw
AGIUCULTUKE.
The assessment of 1907 gives the taxmill, and postoltice are here. Populaable wealth of Mora county as $1,175,-82county
The
leads In agriculture. To tion, 600.
an increase of $3,143 over the pre- gether with Taos
Agua Negra is four miles west of
was
county It
the
vious year. The census of 1906 gives granary of the southwest
for many Mora, also in the Mora valley. It has
the value of agricultural wealth of years, and before
postoltice. one store, a Protestant
advent of the
MORA COUNTY'S FUTURE.
the county as $2,581,000, but the real railroads caravans the
came from far and hurch, a mission school, and a saw
Now is the time to settle in Mora
wealth of the county undoubtedly ap- near to secure wheat and other
ogri- - mill.
At this point the main road to
county.
proximates $6.000,000. During the past ultural products. Even today from Mora starts.
The building of branch rail
Population, 500.
fiscal year 100,000 acres were settled
5 to 50 wagons, loaded
agricul
de la Agua Negra Is fifteen roads Into the county will greatly in
Rito
with
upon by homesteaders, under the Fed- tural products, are on the road daily miles west of Mora and is the center of crease land values and will bring many
eral and land laws.
rom the Mora valley to Las Vegas or the best oats and potato producing opportunities for the establishment ot
Mora is one of the few counties In to Wagon
Mound. Five acres produce valley in the county. It has two stores, new industries, the development of la
the Territory where the area appropripounds ot oats, or s.i Dusneis to a Protestant church, a Catholic church, tent resources, the building of new
13.663
ated exceeds the area oí public lands. the acre. Potatoes
yield from 3 to 5 nd Protestant mission school. Popu towns and the growth of the older
The area still subject to entry under tons per acre. Mora county being one lation, 600.
settlements. With Its Ideal climate. Its
acres,
the Federal land laws is 760,000
Cebolla lies in a rich valley divided abundance of water, its undeveloped
of the few parts of the southwest
830,000
acres.
appropriated
is
that
while
potatoes are raised successfully. from the Mora valley by a mountuln resources, Mora county promises In the
The agricultural lands of Mora county where
Irrigation
is not needed to raise crops range. A large reservoir supplies irri near future to become one of the most
are valued on the assessor's books at
populated and richest sections
The principal crops are wneat, oats, gation water to the many tenue farms, densely great
$225,000 and the grazing lands at $341,-00Southwest.
corn, barley, rye, potatoes, and wheat, hay, and oats being the princi- of tho
but the census of 1900 shows that alfalfa,
very
pal
suc
products. Population. 400.
vegetables. Horticulture is a
they are worth at least six times as cessful
pursuit, and the fruit raised
La Cueva Is situated five miles east
D
much.
here will stand comparison witn mat of Mora and Is supplied with water
CLIMATE.
anywhere in the United btates. rrom the Mora river, it is tne neaa
raised
CHURCHES.
Like the rest of New Mexico. Mora Its flavor Is unsurpassea ana in size auarters of the La Cueva Ranch Com
CATHOLIC CHURCH
Rev. Father
county enjoys a peerless climate that nd color it has no equa!. b rom tne pany. A Catholic and a Protestant
Services
Cellier. pastor.
held
Is a specific for lung and throat trouvalleys 15,000 church and a Protestant
mission Ant
Mora and adjoining
Notices of date of service
bles. Its high altitude, the purity of oounds of oats are shipped annually school are maintained.
There are monthly.
posted
be
a
In
will
week
advance. NoIts atmosphere, the grandeur of its
about 2,000,000 pounds of corn. also two blacksmith shops at the place. tify the. pastor of sick calls.
scenery, its pines, spruce, cedar, and and
Enough wheat is raised to supply and Population. 500.
ninnn forests make it an ideeal sec keen busv the vear around one modern
Golondrinas lies thirteen mues east
METHODIST EPISCOPAL CHURCH
tion for homes and a health-seeker- 's
gnsi Mora and fifteen miles west of Waroller mill and six water-pow'
paradise. The annual rainfall is siignv mills.
Rev. H. C. Grimmell, pastor. Services
trous. The surrounding valley is wat
every
second Sunday in each month,
by
and occurs mostly In the summer
Cebolla
purchase
can
Mora and the
lana
the
The homeseeeker
ered
months There are no extremes in tem already under cultivation at from $10 Farming and stock raising are the morning and evening; Sunday school
winter,
every
or
summer
Sunday at 10. Rev. Holmes will
perature either in
to $40 per acre. Mora county prouuees principal industries. Alfalfa and other
the winters being mild and sunshiny sugar beets very rich in sacchariné hav. all kinds of cereals, legumes, ana preach every fourth Sunday,
and the summers cool, and even cold matter and yielding a heavy crop to fruits are the principal products. The
at night in the mountainous sections.
CLUBS.
the acre. The extraorainary purity oi settlement has one store and a post
There is good fishing and hunting in these beets and their high per cent of oHlce. Population. 250.
MeetROY COMMERCIAL CLUB.
the country; roads are good and
Valley is fifteen miles east ings'
for
them
Cherry
a
suerar
demand
have
created
on first and third Tuesdays
for tourists and health and quantities nave Deen snippea 10 of Watrous, and farming Is pursued every held
In
Club
Hall. Officers: F.
seekers are plain but substantial and th Colorado beet-sugfactories ns here In accordance with the most mod A. Roy,month
president; Austin Harman. vise
comfortable.
an experiment; but, owing to tne cost ern methods. The valley is watered president; Jacob Floersheim,
secretary;
RAILROADS.
nf frfiiirht and the difficulty of taking from the Mora river, ditches being L. E. Aldridge, treasurer.
Executive
taken out on both skies of the river Committee: Frank A. Roy, Austin HarMora county Is crossed from north to the beets to the railroad, sugar-beis not as protitable as It wouia and watering thousands of acres. Al man, Jacob Floersheim, L. E. Aldridge
south by the great Santa Fe Railway.A raising
hi if h sntrar factory or two were lo faifa, corn, oats, and all Kinds ot rruits and F. S. Brown.
The mileage is little over 40 miles.
nearer to the beet field. Labor are raised, vegetables attain an im
railroad from Las Vegas to Mora has cated
power abundant, and mense size. Hundreds of cattle, fat
PRIMROSE PROGRESSIVE CIRCLE.
been surveyed, and an extension from is cheap, water
securea, raciors wnicn and sleek, roam on the adjoining
easily
fuel
Mora
contemplated.
Meetings held every Saturday after
is
Mora to Taos
county needs more railroads for Its de would contribute much to the success mesas, while sheep graze peacefully by noon. Mrs. v. II. Willcox, president;
beet-sugropu
section,
give
in
factories.
heavy ton of
this
the thousands
vAlnnment and would
Mrs. Geo. Tlndall, vice president; Mrs.
lation, 150,
W. A. Brunage, secretary; Mrs. F. S.
nage to such. The building of railroads
The following are the principal agri
would also leaa to tne esianusnmeni ui cultural valleys: The Mora and Agua
twenty-five
of Brown treasurer.
west
miles
Ocate
is
raw
Nperm vallev. nearlv an unaer cuuiva
Trustees: Mr. F. A. Roy. Mrs. W. H.
manv industries, for which the
Wagon Mound, near the dividing line
materials can be furnished by the tlnn la twentv-tw- o
miles long. In Its
Mora and Colfax counties. Willcox, Mrs. L. E. Alldrldge.
county, for which the fuel and water narrowest place It Is 400 yards wide between
There are l.zoo settlers in tnis rertue
SWASTIKA
DRAMATIC
CLUB.
Dower are there, and home markets for the length of about 12 miles; the vallev. Ocate has live general stores
The Swastika Dramatic Club meets
could easily be found.
other 10 miles are from 2 to 103 miles each carrying a stock that would do every
night.
Monday
milas
Mrs.
Officers:
Is
valley
Cebolla
The
wide.
credit to a city store. There are two
TIMBER.
Mrs. Nellie
lnnir nmi from IV, to 3 V4 miles wiue, churches, four schoolhouses. and sev R. Goodman, president;
Mnnv nnrts. esneclallv In the moun
long
president;
vice
5
Willcox,
FloerJ.
Mrs.
valley is miles A o
The
eral blacksmith shops. The town Is sheim. treasurer; Miss Stella Mason,
, Guadalupita
i.l- - ..Iai
no
II
tains, are heavily timbered districts ana
viuui-niwiuo
uiuhb .Via il
most beautifully situated, being sur secretary; M. H. Karlsruher, manager;
mués
Steps are being taken to protect some
inH thfin runs 10 miles to Lucero
moun
rounded by high
of the timber sections, especially on the averaging about a quarter of a mile in tains. The Ocate Valley Is dotted with Mrs. Nellie Baum, assistant.
Pecos Forest Reserve. 1MB does no width
The Llano del Coyote valley Is beautiful meadows, and about 5,000
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH. Rev. J.
nrnhihit thn cnttlne of timber, bu about 3 miles long and 1 mile wide. tons of hay are harvested annually.
merely regulates It. Seven million feet Tho I.n Pnevn. vallev. not Including the The Ocate Creek is the dividing line S. Russell. Sunday School every Sunnf lnmhpr are annually shlDDed out O 100.000 acres of the La Cueva Ranch between the Mora grant and the public day, 10:00 a. m. Preaching first Sunday
each month, morning and eventhe county. From 25 to 50 wagon loads
Companv. has an area or aoout i4,uuu
Manv thousands of cattle ing, ofservices
at school house.
poles are daily jnro. The Golondrina valley has an domain.
of tie3 and telegraph
sheep, and horses can be seen grazing
Cherry
and
arpa
to
The
5.000
railroad.
the
acres.
taken
of
o
a
maKing
ocate,
picture
around
WOODMEN OF THE WORLD.
Wntrniis vnllevs nroduce alfalfa prln
peace and plenty. The valley was Bet
MIXING
cipally. although 30,000 pounds of grain tied fifty years ago, every foot of land Meets at the Bushkevitz hall on the
first
third Tuesday of each month.
Mora is not a mining county, but is raised annually, being used mostly being
disputed with hostile Indians, Alex. and
Bushkevitz, consul commander;
tharo nm indications in Dlentv of min in fattening cattle, there being about and today
valley W. P. S.Tlndall,
part,
of
the
a
certain
past consul commander;
of
any
section
sn 000 head of cattle In these two val
eral wealth to that of
is known ns corral de ios Apacnes, Abe Stanton, Jr., adviser lieutenant;
the Rocky mountains Many prospects leys. Besides these valleys, which all The
exceptionally
wat
is
well
vnllev
Aldridge, clerk; Max Krause,
L. E.
have been located ana some oi mem linvft Irrigation systems, there are tn ered. the Ocate Creek being formed banker;
S. Brown, escort; George
The
nnsirlnrahlo develonmtnt.
ihn
fvholla. Buena Vista. Carmen by several sparkling mountain streams Tlndall. F.watchman;
J. M. Aldridge,
especially
copper
are
valleys that which comes down picturesque canons. sentry.
small
indications of
other
Gascon,
and
promising. Extensive work is being are very productive.
norm
mues
eignt
lies
Fort
union
mining
done in the Rociada and Coyote
HISTORY.
of Watrous. It has a romantic history,
districts, as well as in the northern
in
Mnrn Is the Spanish word for rasp The caravans on the Santa Fe trail,
nnrt nf the Pecos river forest reserve,
C.
early fifties and sixties often made
berrv. the first settlers naming the the
The Rociada Gold and Copper Company
stage
A
carried
on account of the abund It a haven of refuge.
is down 200 feet, and has a 6 to 8 foot sectionof thus
once
City
Rnd
to
Kansas
from
mall
the
wild rasnherrles. Un to 1830
Attorney -- at- Law
vein of copper, assaying from 10 to 20 nnA county
was the hunting ground of every two or three months, and later
per cent, in addition to tne goia, suvci, the
wagons
Freight
the
monthly.
on
and
undisputea
held
who
many
good
tribes
Indian
other
onfl loud
There are
first attempt was prairie schooners made the trip in six
prospects in the same vicinity, some sway. byIn 1832 the
white men to settle on the months, and some took a whole year
ATTEND TO ALL LEGAL MAT.
made
having ore running as hlg'n as thirty-no- r present
Mora,
but the settlers to make a return trip. The place was
of
site
rent in coDner. The Santa
TERS BEFORE ALL THE TERRIa
a
an
on: Dy
to
anu
bulwark
oasis
and
traveler
the
were
Mora,
has
inaians
driven
near
mine,
King
Barbara
The
ot rrom ou to iv per- wn. niimhnr nf them were slain. However, against the marauding Indians.
had a assays
LAND
TORIAL COURTS.
sea level
rru-ia a omnll smelter at Rociada. LI other attempts were made, and In 1840 old fort is 6,700 feet abovetwenty-five
MATTERS A SPECIALTY.
settler made a Drave stana agains and situated In a valley
Oro gravel was formerly worked with the
miles long and five miles wide. The
thn Tnd nns and from that day tn
as
the pan, eacn pan yieiuiusgold
east,
dust. In white men held the upper hand. Tho Turkey Mountains lies to the
a turkey quill filled with
dense
a
while to the west rise the majesti
time
was
valley
at
hunthat
Mora
several
the Covote mining district
been ex- forest and ereat hardship was endured slopes of the Rock mountains. The fort Clayton
dred thousand dollars havecaused
- - New Mexico
opIn olenrlfT the
lands and building was abandoned In 1891. An extinct crapended, but litigation has
of ore homes, w l a white man would be ter lies between It and Ocate, and for
erations to lag. upSpecimens
up,
manv miles around 'lava Is piled
0
Union Co.
killed at his own door by maraudln
that assayed
have been picked
Guadalupita is situated twelve miles
for
In gold to the ton, and there is a Indians, and It was not uncommon Into
valley
in
a
beautiful
Mora
of
be
to
carried
one
north
women
children
and
at
tradition of a "lost mine" that
The English Workman.
gpvernment surrounded by high mountains. The
This mine captivity. The Mexican
time yielded fabulous sums.
Next to this "sentimentality," so
furnished no nrotectlon. and the set valley round about Is well watered by
Is supposed to be located on the Mora
had but rude weapons with wnich several small streams, the chief of astonishing to Europe because,
grant, and much money has been ex- tiers
so
the attacks of the savage which Is the Coyote, which gets Its
pended to rediscover it. It is natural to repel The
government, however, flow from the Black LaKes, in colfa
hordes.
conies tho Invincible pato suppose that with mountain formageneral
sawmill,
seventy
a
nonntv.
is
grant
to
There
of
larsre
mina
land
the richest
He
tion similar to that of world,
In the tience of ihe English workman.
and rich six of these sturdy men. In 1847, dur store, a church, and a school
eral districts in the
settlement, which also has a postoffice, will endure almost anything in silner the war with Mexico, these peopl
every
part
of
In
up
picked
being
float
veins ap- were Intensely loyal to Mexico. New Hay, grain, potatoes and legumes are lence- mil il it becomes unendurable.
the county, as well as mineral
comers from the States about this raised In large quantities, but the chief
in many loca
parent on the surface
and the Amerl Industry Is stock raising. Many thou Wliuii lie is vocal it is pretty certain
has a great fu- time were massacred,
that Mora county
sand sheep graze In the hills, and on that .things l;avo become
Although
can trooos. who appeared soon after
producer.
mineral
a
as
unendurable.
ture
e coal indi- - wards, as a punishment, laid the town the mountains browse many herds of -Mora has no coal mines, th thousands
Eiiylisli Nation.
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TRY THESE

Shop

MILLARD ALDRIDGB, Prop.

In the Floernhelm Mer. Co. Bids.
Agency for the Steam Laundry.

DEALER IN

All Kinds of Fresh
,and Smoked Meats,
JOHN SCHNIEDER, Prop.

NEW MEXICO
60 YEARS'

t1

EXPERIENCE

i.inll.ll

"V

WM. C. ROY,

Seo'y and Treaa,

The Roy Land and Live Stock Co.

one-thir-

d

CAPITAL STOCK $50,000

d

ROY TOWNS ITE

Ron Meal Marke t

-

T. ROY,

President

Pour one cup of
(INCORPORATED.)
scalding hot milk on
of a
cup of ground coffee; let it stand ten
minutes; strain this through a clean,
wet cloth; have one tablespoon of
gelatin soaking In
cup of
cold water; add this to the coffee mixORIGINATORS AND OWNERS OP
ture, with five tablespoonfuls of sugar;
put In the double boiler, when scalding hot pour some of this over two
egg yolks; return all to the double
DEALERS IN
boiler and bring only to the boil; remove from the fire, pour into a bowl
when cold and beginning to thicken;
add one cup of cream whipped to a
stiff froth; turn into a mold, packing
it well to exclude the air; let It stand
in a cool place two hours; serve on a
platter.
We Hold Several Chole Tracts of Agricultural Land for Salo.
Coffee Custard. Make a good strong
extract of coffee by dripping It as
a
slowly as possible through a percolator; for six people you will want
one cupful; take four of the same
measure of milk and beat Into the
milk the yolks of three eggs; add two
ounces ot powdered sugar; mix into
this the cupful of coffee; as coffee
H. GOODMAN, Manager.
differs In strength, taste to see that
It is strong enough; pour the mixture
into cups and put the cups in a not
too deep pan wilh boiling water; the
Carry a Complete Stock of
level of the water ought not to stand
higher than half the cup; do not boil
the water too hard; about 15 minutes
of boiling is necessary; turn out on a
dish; they may be eaten hot or cold.
Large
of
Apple Meringue. Slice any kind of
a stale cake; put the slices In a bakEverything Needed In Building Material, Lumber and Hardware.
ing dish; pour a little milk over; pare
and core four or five apples; cover the BIGGEST 8TOCK OF DRY GOODS AND GROCERIES WITHIN FIFTY
cake with the sliced apples; sprinkle
MILES OF ROY.
cinnamon or a little grated nutmeg
over and a half cup of granulated
We will be pleased to show visitors thru our establishment.
sugar; put the dish in a quick oven
and when the apples are tender make
Always
a meringue by beating the whites to
Wo Buy and Sell All Country Produce.
a stiff froth; to each whlta add one
tablespoonful of powdered sugar, using
Wool, Hides, Pelts and Cattle a Specialty.
two or three whites to this quantity óf
apple; heap lightly over the pudding
and brown slightly In a quick oven;
serve with sweetened cream.
Bitter Almond Pudding. Put one
pint of milk over the fire; beat the
yolks of two eggs with a quarter cup
TRAFICANTES EN
of maple suear. crated, or' hrnwn
sugar; mix two level tablespoonfuls of
corn starch in a little cold water or
milk: add this With the suear and pea
to the scalding milk; stir until thick
ened; flavor with half a teaspoon of
bitter almond extract; pour into a pudPagan 1 precio mas'alto por
ding dish and cover with a meringue
made with the whites of eggs and
powdered sugar.
Reses, Carneros, Zacate, Grano, Madera
one-thir-

Hair Cutting a Specialty.

Vloe

Vari-

Coffee Fromage.

Call and Get a Good,
Clean Shave

ROY.

Dainty and Appetizing Dishes of
ous Kinds.

tt

FRANK A. ROT,
President.

FOR DESSERT.

I

Real Estate and Ranches
Breeders of Sheep, Cattle and Horses

;

Town Lots

Specialty

The Floersheim Mercantile Company
Roy, Mora County. New Mexico

GENERAL

Copyrights 4c.

Anyone sending a nketeh and description mT
qnlokly asnortnin our opinion free whether au
invention la probably pntentahle.
HANDBOOK on Patenta
for necurliid patentf.
tent free. Oldest aaency
Patenta taken through Muim & Co. receive
iptclal notice, without eburno, iu the

SciciiliiicJliiicric.nl.
Á handsomely lllndtratéd weekly.

I.nrcest
of any edeiitltlo Journal, 'J'crnia. f i a
year; four months, tl. Bold by U newsdealers.

MUNN &Co.36,Broadwa"New York
Branch Office, 625 F BU Washlutilon, 1).

FIRSTQÜAL1TY

MERCHANDISE

Assortment

Farm Implements

Prices

Reasonable

Vorenberg mercantile Go.

FRANK REISTLE
ENGRAVER

and ELECTROTYPER

MERCANCIAS GENERALES

FAIR PRICE

HOW

Local Time Table
EL PASO & SOUTHWESTERN

GOING SOUTH
Mixed train, No. 123 Arrives at
2:05; leaves 2:30 p. m.

at

Ry

GOING NORTH.
No. 124 Arrives
Mixed train.
Roy at 1.35; leaves 2:00 p. m.

at

TO

Simplest

TELL

PURE

Way. Is That
Hirsch Test.

WATER
Called

the

People not Infrequently come home
from a summer vacation If not with
typhoid, at least with bad malaria
or stomach disorders.
This is often caused by Impure wa
ter, and It is well, especially In going
into the country, where wells are used
to know a few simple tests by which
the condition of the water can be
told.
About the simplest is one that is
well known, called the Hirsch test.
Buy a pint bottle of clear glass, pref
erably with a glass stopper. Fill it
full with water, to which
Is added a
of. granulated sugar.
Cork the bottle tightly and stand in
a light in a warm room for 48 hours.
If at the end of that time the water
is cloudy or
it is unfit
for use.
two-third- s

al El Hispano AmeriSu precio es $2 por el año.

- Suscríbanse

cano.

milky-lookin-

M. D. GIBBS
Physician

&

Surgeon

Next Door to F. O.

Roy,

New Mexico

g

Rye Pancakes.
One egg, one heaping teaspoon saleratus, one pint sweet miiK, one cup
flour, two cups rye. meal, salt, cinna
mon, one teaspoon cream tartar, one
large baklngspoon of molasses. Dip
spoon in deep hot fat and then In

dough to have them drop easily Into
deep hot fat to fry.

LANA, CUEROS Y ZALEAS
Wagon Mound y

Ocate

Battling Nelson has filed on a homestead claim near Perry In Quay
county and announces that he will
make New Mexico his home. He talks
of erecting a hunting lodge, gymnasium and dance hall and showing his
friends a good time as he ca.n afford
to do, having saved a good slice of his
winnings in the ring.
The New Mexican of the Eth Inst,
says: Territorial Engineer Vernon L.
Sullivan left last night for Raton,
where he will spend several days inspecting the scenic highway now under
construction between that city and the
Colorado state line. A detachment of
convicts from the New Me::lco penitentiary has been at work on the road
for the past six weeks. It is reported
that the work Is progressing nicely
and that the road at that point will
be completed within a few weeks.
The Santa Fe library has recently received a most valuable addition to Its
list of books in a volume entitled
"The Navajo and His Blanket," written by V. S. Hollister of Denver, who
very kindly presented the book to the
library In response to a request. The
book is beautifully Illustrated and
handsomely bound. It has never been
placed on sale, but only distributed

-

-

New Mexico

among the friends of the author. It
treats of and describes blankets and
their weaving from the time of the
Cliff Dwellers to the present day and
Is J'ull of the most interesting and
val uable information. It will be placed
in the reference room where it will
be accessible to all.
A Carlsbad dispatch of the 4th Inst,
says: Six farms were sold under the
Carlsbad project last week. The largest
lot of homeseekers seen here for eev-ryears came in on the last Santa Fe
excursion and many of them are still
here. From the present indications
this íall will see the largest Influx of
homeseekers ever known In the lower
Pecos valley. One firm of landmen
have a party of sixty coming on the
next excursion. The country is looking
better than it ever has before, farmers
are busy planting oats and alfalfa and
harvesting" the crops already matured.
Tho cotton crop Is In fine shape and
the former estimate of 1,500 bushels
will probably be too small.
al

So Does Papa.
Minister (to Flossie) And do you
always do us Mamma tells you?
Flossie You bet I do and so does

Papa.

Brilliant Social Function.
That the members of the New Mexico Bar Association were hospitably
entertained at Santa Fe is witnessed
by the following from the New Mexican:
The first day's sessions of the Bar
Association were brought to a close
by one of the most brilliant and perfectly arranged social events in years
in the Capital City, when Attorney
and Mrs. A. B. Renehan gave a reception in honor of the visiting lawyers,
their wives and lady friends, at their
palatial suburban home, "The Willows," on East Palace avenue. The
Renehan home is especially adapted
to events like that of last night and
no expense or pains were spared to
make the affair a grand success. In
the receiving line, besides host and
hostess, were Attorney A. B. McMil-leand Mrs. McMillen, of Albuquerque; Governor George Curry and
Mr. and Mrs. Paul A. P. Walter. Mr.
McMillen being the president and Mr.
Walter the local vice president of the
association. The line stood before a
bank of golden glow in the spacious
drawing room which was a bower of
flowers and greenery, while throughout the house smilax and other twining plants fell In graceful garlands
from the chandeliers and ceiling. Hundreds of electric lights which shed
their mellow glow from beneath varicolored shades added an unusually
pretty effect to the elaborate decorations. These were not confined merely
to the house but the lawn was lighted
by Japanese and Chinese lanterns,
with inviting cozy corners here and
there.
n

Teachers' Resolutions.
were
The following resolutions
adopted at the Roosevelt county
teachers' Institute:
"Whereas, the Legislature of New
Mexico has seen fit to fix a maximum
scale of wages to be paid to the different grade teachers, be it
"Resolved, That in the sense of this
association, that a minimum scale
also be fixed; be it
"Resolved, That we commend the
professional courtesy manifest among
the teachers of this county and recommend that it be encouraged in every
legal way, and to this end we favor
school contracts that will equally protect both teacher and trustee.
"Inasmuch as the national government has seen fit to set apart sections
1G and 36 of our public domain for the
establishment of a permanent school
fund for the territory of New Mexico,
therefore be it
"Resolved, That we unalterably are
opposed to the granting of our public
school lands to any individual, district
or town. And, further, we greatly deplore the recent attempt in this county
to secure the enactment of a law by
Congress authorizing the sale of the
most valuable school section in the
county, the proceeds to be used for the
erection of a school building in the
district containing said section. And
we further recommend that a copy of
these resolutions be sent to Delegate
W. II. Andrews and Superintendent
James E. Clark of the territory of New
Mexico."
Murder and Robbery.
dispatch of the
Albuquerque
An
6th Inst, says: Francisco Gutierrez, a
Mexican, and two companions named Morando and Garcia, are
in jail at Las Cruces, charged with
the brutal murder of an Old Mexico
Mexican named Gonzales, at Hatch,
New Mexico, a little station on the
Silver City branch of the Santa Fe.
Gutierrez, when captured in the
mountains of Sierra county by the
sheriff Friday, confessed that he and
the other two men had killed Gonzales
for f 30, which was divided among the
three murderers.
lue body was dragged to the railroad tracks and when found three
weeks ago indicated that the man had
been run down and killed by a train,
as it was horribly mangled.
one-arme- d

derstanding of such matters are well
known and these are being brought
into play. There is more fine fruit in
the valleys of this county than was at
first expected and splendid specimens
of fruits and cereals are being gathered. The mineral exhibit will be extensive; the historical, archaeological
and ethnological exhibits will be very
valuable and Interesting. The governor's great and extensive experience
in exhibition matters is standing him
in a very good stead. Santa Fe New
Mexican.

good level agricultural
land around the Mora drain about 40 miles In
Roy, that may be filed on under the length' of the eastern slope of the
Homestead desert land laws.
Rocky mountains and play an ImportDuring the past season the first ex- ant part In the determination of the
perience by the new farmers proved stream flow.
that anything can be grown on our soil,
such as wheat, oats, corn, sugar cane,
kafflr corn, milo Maize and vegetables,
GONZALEZ
as jiood as can j,e grown in the eastern
.

CffilRO

states.
Water can be gotten at a depth of 30
to 150 feet, anywhere around Roy. Well
drillers have not failed yet In obtaining
water for those for whom they have
drilled.
The town of Roy will in the very near
ROY, NEW MEXICO.
New Map of the Territory.
future be the county seat of a new
Territorial Engineer Vernon L. Sul- county, as its adjacent vicinity is deslivan ha3 prepared a large map of New tined to be the most prosperous comMexico for the use of the Sixteenth munity in the north-easter- n
part of Stone Work, Carpenter and Plasterer.
National Irrigation Congress in Albu- New Mexico.
querque. The map shows all the lands
under irrigation in the territory, all
Adobe-makina Specialty.
MORA COUNTY
reservoirs and ditches under construction at this time, all the irrigable land
Area, 2,042 square miles.
Populain New Mexico, the area where the tion, 13,000;
the census
Ratea
rainfall is the greatest or sufficient for population of 10,304. of 1900 gave it a FirNt-cla$1.50 and $3.00
dry farming, the stream systems and tion, $1,175,823. CountyAssessed valua- Accommodation
seat, Mora.
railroads. It is a most comprehensive
Postofllees. Mora, Wagonmound, La
piece of work and reflects much credit Cueva, Cleveland, Guadalupita,
Chacon,
upon the territorial engineer.
Ocate, Roy, Lucero, Halls Peak,
Weber,
Shoemaker,
Watrous,
Mills, Ledoux.
Medical Society Election.
ROY, N.
Mora County's agricultural products
The New Mexico Medical Society, exceed those in value of any other New
Homeseekers can obtain satisfactory
which closed Its session at Albu- Mexico county, and it can rightfully
querque on the "4th inst., elected the claim the honor of being the leading rates by asking for same.
following officers for the ensuing year: agricultural county In the territory.
A. P. DUNCAN. Prop.
President, G. K. Angle of Silver City; However, Its range Interests exceed in
even
value
Its agricultural wealth. Yet
first vice, president, Dr. J. W. Elder of Albuquerque; second vice presi- Its area is only 2,542 square miles, be- A. S. Bushkevitz, Pres.
ing
less
than that of any other county,
dent, Dr. F. T. B. Best of East Las
Max M. Bushkevitz, Vice Pres.
Vegas; third vice president, Dr. R. I. excepting Santa Fe, Taos, and BernalA. Bushkevitz, Sea, and Trea
Bradley of Roswell; secretary and edi- illo; still this area is more than twice
tor, Dr. S. G. McLandress of Albu- that of Rhode Island and 600 square
querque; treasurer, Dr. C. G. Duncan miles greater than that of the state of
Delaware.
According to the census of
of Socorro.
1D00. its population Is 10,304, or four
The following physicians
were people to
square mile, a density of
elected to honorary membership in the population the
society: Dr. James Vance of El Paso; Bernalillo, exceeded only by Santa Fe,
and Taos counties.
Dr. J. B. Cutter of Los Angeles; Dr.
The county is mountainous, the main
J. P. Raster of Topeka; Dr. Andrew ridge of the Rocky
mountains passing
Wade Morton of San Francisco.
through its western part, while the
(INCORPORATED)
foothills extend almost to the eastern
boundary.
Some
the
peaks
of
rise to
The Ramey artesian well east of a
Capital Stock $25,000
Is now flowing
about thirty an altitude of over 13,500 feet, while
the lowest point in the county has an ROY, MORA CO ,
inches of pure water.
NEW MEXICU
altitude of 4,000 feet.
The Alamo Cottage Sanitarium at
The hills are generally timbered, and
Alamogor.lo, with its administration a
portion
building not yet completed, is already serve is of the Pecos River Forest Rein the county. From the main
booking patients and several from
raiiBe,
by the foothills, the mesa
broken
Pennsylvania have arrived.
extends gently sloping toward the
UNITED STATES COMMISSIONER,
The highest price ever paid for New southeust. There are picturesque canCOUNTY SURVEYOR
Mexico four per cent, bonds was re- yons and fertile valleys, making the
NOTARY PUBLIC.
JOHN FLORENCE,
ceived recently from Spitzer & Co. of topography a very broken one. The
Chief Deputy at Mora, New Mexico.
Toledo, Ohio, for a $40,000 territorial county is almost entirely in the drnln- P. A. ROY,
bond issue to build national guard ar- age basin of the Canadian River, the Assistant Chief Deputy at Roy, New
mories at Santa Fe, Silver City, Ros- Mora River, a tributary of the CanaMoxico.
well and Las Vegas. The price was dian. Other tributaries of the Canadian in the county are the Ocate, the
$39,625.
Vermejo, and the El Perro. The SweetHOMESEEKERS
A Berin), New Mexico, dispatch of water Is
a tributary
the 5th hist, says: The air is filled principal tributaries ofof the Ocate. The Will do well by employing an official
Mora
the
are
surveyor and thus get correct line and
with smoke off alfalfa farms in this the Coyote, the Cebolla,
the Sapello. the numbers.
vicinity, from hay ruined by the rains Guadalupita, and
the Lobo. The Pecos
of the past few weeks. Much of that River rises in
the western nart of
make land filings, final proofs
burned was good enough hay, but the ex- county, and so does the Santa Cruz, the andCancommence
contests, in fact anythe
cessive freight rates, coupled with the latter belonging to the drainage
that you may .require done In
basin thing
the land business, to which we will
prevailing low prices on even first-clas- s
of the Rio Grande. The tributarios, of correctly and promtlv ttend.
hay, caused many to burn the hay in
order to clean the field. The total loss
probably reaches 1,000 tons.
According to the testimonials of experts the gas well at Lakewood probably is in the midst of a large gas and
oil field, and the gas from the OrienAND ALSO
tal well it; about the same hs that
found in he Pennsylvania fields. Samples of the gas were sent to Los
Angeles for examination and Dr.
Frederick Salathe reported that one
bottle contained pure gas, of which
per cent, was marsh
about ninety-fiv- e
gas.
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Confectioner and DaKery in Connection

I

MEALS AND SHORT ORDERS

Ice Cream, Soft DrinKs, Cakes, Pies, Doughnuts,

ROY,

Bread, Candies and Cigars

NEW MEXICO

The fast growing and prosperous little town of about 500 inhabitants, located on the Dawson Branch of the El
Paso and Southwestern system In the
enstern part of Mora county, has since
its opening: to the new comer and
homeseeker on January 1, 1907, shown
a wonderful development as to population and agricultural pursuits, about
800 homesteaders and desert entries
were Hied on since that date and more
Santa Fe Will Exhibit.
are coming In with every excursion, It is
It is gratifying to learn that Santa now the largest precinct In the county
Fe county will have a very creditable as to size and populationexhibit at the Sixteenth National IrriThe town Is coming to the front with
gation Congress and'the fair connected modern and
business houses,
The
In spite of the money stringency; buildwith it in Albuquerque this fall.
greatest part of the credit for this ex- ings are erected in all, parts of the
hibit is due Hon. L. Bradford Prince, town, yet there are a good many busiwho Is the chairman of the committee ness opportunities and chances for any
kind of Investment. i
having, the matter in charge.
Prince's tact, experience and un
There are many mousands of acre of
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DOOR WEST OF POSTOFFICE.

Roy Land and Live StocK Co.
Dealer in
11

Kinds of Fresh and Cured Meats

-
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.

Provisions of all Kinds
xzzxzzxxxz
'We guarantee full weight and moderate prices.
.
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THE SPANISH AMERICAN

FOR SALE.
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EL HISPANO AMERICANO
A. S. BUSHKEVITZ,

H.

E.

Managing Editor,

Roy, New Mexico.
BIERNBAUM,
Asst
Mora, New Mexico.

Editor.

AVeekley Newspapers.
Published by The Mora County Pub-

lishing

Co.,

Inc.

Entered at Boy and Mora, N. M.,
(or transmission through the
mails as second class matter.
Subscription:
One year $2.00; six
months $1.00; if paid in advance $1.60
per year.
Headquarters and Office at Roy, Mora
County, N. M. All communicltanos
are to be addressed to Alex. S.
Secretary, Roy, N. M.
Also publishers of the El Hispano Americano, at Mora, N. M. Olficlal newspapers and printers of the County of
Mora. The largest and best newspapers in Mora County and have the
largest circulation.
Notice lo AdvertUer.
Display ads 15c an inch a week and
local liners one cent a word an issue.
post-olllc-

Bush-kevit-
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z,

Mora County PublUhlnir Co., Inc.,
Roy and Mora, New Mexico,
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ROY.
A prosperous and growing new town

In the eastern part of Mora county on
the Dawson branch of the El Paso &
Southwestern railway, sixty-nin- e
miles
north of Tucumcarl and forty-tw- o
miles east of Springer. Stock raising
and farming the Industries. Immigration coming rapidly. Large quantities
of government land open for settlement. Population, 500. Altitude, 6,525
feet.
We give below a list of the leading
enterprises of Roy:
Depot on the E. P. & S. W.
Postofflce.
Meat market.
One general wholesale and retail
store.
Tin shop.
Barbar shop.
Two hotels.
Four saloons.
Newspaper.
Two lumber yards.
Bank.
Two general stores.
Bakery.
Blacksmith shop.
One United States commissioner.
One United States Court commissioner.
Two surveyors.
Two lawyers.
One real estate firm.
Two locators.
Justice of the peace.
Eight notaries public.
Live stock company.
Two restaurants.
One contractor and builder.
Two doctors.
One dentist.
Good opening for the the following
branches of business:
General wholesale and retail store.
Grain, seed and feed store.
Hardware and Implement store.
Drug store.
.
Barber shop.
" '
Meat 6hop.
Blacksmith shop..
Bakery and confectionary .
Grocery store.
Laundry.
Building contractor.
Planing mill.
Modern hotel.
Tailor shop.

1,000 acres of alfalfa land, about
three miles from Moquiero, which can

be Irrigated from rich wells, at $12.50
per acre. ,
488 acres of black rich bottom land,
water very shallow, a good field for
an artesian plow, at $25 per acre, six
miles from Roy.
480 acre cattle ranch, about one and
f
miles from Roy, plenty of
water, fine shelter and enough farm
land to raise feed on for stock, price
$3,000, houses and fences.
160 acre farm and ranch, about one
and one-hal- f
miles west of Roy, plenty
of good water, price $1,000.
320 acre farm and ranch one mile
from town, good improvements and
fenced, fine spring and shallow water
price $4,000.
20 patented 160 acre claims, all the
way from five to fifteen miles from
town, at $500 to $1,500 per claim.
12 choice relinquishments
close to
town, all the way from $100 to $1,000.
Hotel furnished complete, two story
building and two corner lots, price
one-hal-

SPRINGER,

N. M.
C. E.

40,900 ACRES OF

Capital

IRRIGATED

by March

This Land Will

Easy Terms

GET A CHEAP HOME.

Correspondence and Interviews
vited.

In-

INCORPORATED

CAPITAL STOCK, $5,000.00
Trinidad Lucero, Vice Pres't
E. II. Biernbaum, Treasurer

F. A.' Roy, President
A. S. Bushkevitz, Secretary

PUBLISHERS OF

SPANISH AMERICAN

(English Edition)

ANDEL

HISPANO

AMERICANO

(Spanish

Edition)

ONLY AND OFFICIAL PRINTERS OF MORA COUNTY

It

is hard to think back to the days
when men did not wear trousers such
as now encase the limb3 of all the

A. S. Bushkevitz, Managing Editor.
E. H. Biernbaum, Assistant Editor.

ROT AND MORA

NEW MEXICO

GOTO

;

The Mint Saloon

light-minde- d

F. H. FOSTER

Fop

SON, Props.
Liquors 6c Cigars

6t

the Best Wines.

The Best Imported and Domestic Liquors and
Cigars. Courteous Attention
Given All Customers

knee-breeche- s

'ft

9

Record "Dinna Ken."
An Englishman, an Irishman and a
Scotchnutn were walking arm in arm
through the streets of Glasgow recently, when they came to a gasometer
The Irishman said to the Englishman;

,

TO

Mora County Publishing Co,

Con-

"What is that thing called?" The Englishman said: "l don't know. Ask our
triend Sandy." The Irishman, turning
to the Scotchman, said: "What is that
thing called?" "I dinna ken," replied
I he
Scotchman. "Mo jabers." replied
the irishman, "if that is a dinna ken.
it's the biggest dinna ken I ever seen
in all me loife."

CHANCE

Be Sold on

WHEN TROUSERS WERE DECRIED

masculines one meets. Harder still tci
believe that these garments were by
many considered immoral on their flrsi
appearance, and that one of the mos!
numerous of all religic,i3 denomina
tions for a long while
its miu
isters appearing in the pulpit, clothed
In apparel so frivolous.
It is a fact that trousers, introdu-.ecby tne duke of Wellington, came in
slowly and were for a long time looked
upon as a
departure,
from the serious and conventional ir.
men's dress.
And now, should any sober-mlnugentleman venture to lay these ub!
quitous and ugly garments aside, and
prance down the street clad in the
brief
and hose of his
progenitors, he would no doubt incur
the accusation of being an'indecorous
trifier.
óo much has custom to do with oui
sartorial moralr!

1908.

NOW IS YOUR

THE

First Appearance Many
sidered Them Indecorous.

Reservoirs & Ditches
will all be completed

tract recently
in the 50,000-acr- e
1,
Captain
purchased of
French, adjoining Springer on the north and
west. Every foot of this land is of PERFECT WATER RIGHT INthe richest quality, capable of proCLUDED in EACH SALE.
ducing every variety of crops
adapted to this climate.

with large dwelling house and the
finest location for an
hotel
and bar room, In the heart of town,
price $1,500.
For further information and particulars write or call on the Roy
Realty & Investment Company, Roy
New Mexico. The oldest and most reliable real estate firm In the town of
Roy. The clients and business done
speak for themselves.

On Their

$300,000

Hartley, Resident Agent.

LAND FOR SALE

$1,500.
A bargain in four choice corner lots

Thoughtful Annie.
Friends.
Some
queer
excuses for absencs
is
are
men
no
friends
there
Wha
have been given by school children,
need of Justice. Aristotle.
among which the following takes high
rank: "Please, teacher,", said a little
Open Ensmy Lent Dangerous.
5irl. "Annlo Smith aajre she can't
Better an open enemy thai a false nmo to uchool'
'
'jjué "sfie'l
"
friend. SpanliU wo'verb. '"'
Head."

'i

French Land & Irrigation Co.

Bank of
SPRINGER, NEW MEXICO.

CAPITAL PAID IIP

$30,000

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS.

g

S. Floersheim, Vice President.
0. N. Blackwell, President.
D. J. Devine, Cashier.
R. E. Alldredge.
G. W. Gillespie.
M. M. Salazar.

NEAREST BANKING TOWN
TO ROY

o
0

.

11
A. S. BUSHKEVITZ,

President

V. S. BUSHKEVITZ,

and Secretary,

Eastern Representative,
Lemont, III.

Roy, New Mexico.

ifl.

b
Land Locators and Surveyors
Homeseekers can obtain reliable information as to vacant lands, all surveys and
descriptions guaranteed to be correct or money refunded.
Daily and weekly reports are received of all the doings at the District land office
as to all classes of entries made and contests filed.

Real Estate Bought and Sold
CALL AND LIST YOUR PROPERTIES

REAL ESTATE
INVESTMENTS
AND LOANS
Our president is also an official county surveyor of. Mora
county, with an experience of twelve years in this county, which
is the only reliable and correct work protected by the laws of the
territory, besides guaranteed by himself.
is also a United States Commissioner, before whom land
filings can be made, as well as final proofs and contests heard ;

lie

and managing editor of the

Spanish-America-

n.

We buy and sell land, scrip, soldiers' additional homestead
rights, patented claims, etc.

COLLECTION

AND

We are in position to give you the very best information
as to bargains on any kind of real estate or business that you may
want to buy or rent. Our listings are complete in all kinds of
choice properties. By dealing with us you deal with a reliable
firm.
Our

office is

in charge of Miss Jessie Crouse, assistant

secre-

tary. Patrons are invited to make it their headquarters while in
town. We have our own conveyances to haul people out to see the
lands.
Rates reasonable.

LAW BUREAU LAND

Courteous treatment.

MATTERS A SPECIALTY

We can also serve you with a Complete
Abstract of Mora County.

ROY, MORA COUNTY,
BRANCH OFFICES

i

NEW MEXICO

269 Dearborn St., Chicago,

111.

Lemont,

111.

ROOSEVELT

Hispano Americano

El

IN HUNTING ATTIRE

Periódico Senanal.
Publicado por la Compafita Publicista del Condado de Mora (Inc.).
A. S. BUSHKBVITZ.
E. H. BIERNBAUM.

.
.

.Editor Principal
.Editor Asistente

PRECIO DE SUBSCRIPCION
Por un año
$1.50
Por seis meses
75
50
Por cuatro meses
La subscripción deberá pagarse adelantada.
El Hispano Americano se envía a
todas las estafetas, y tiene una circulación grande y creciente entre la
gente inteligente y progresista' del
sudoeste.
Las leyes de los Estados Unidos requieren que cualquiera persona pagará por un periódico mientras continúe
tomándolo de la estafeta, aunque el
tiempo por el cual se suscribió haya
expirado.

L

Í

1

Reglas de esta Redacción.
Comunicaciones se publicarán, pero
á la resposabllldad del que las mande.
Esta redacción se reserva todo derecho de publicar comunicaciones.
Comunicaciones con lenguaje Impropio se echarán al canasto del desperdicio.
SI los comunicados son muy extensos la redacción tomará lo más importante para publiccacion.
En política este periódico será Republicano y defenderá sus principios.

DIVORCE

Territorial.

I

r

r

Delegado

en

el

Congreso.
George Curry Gobernador.
Nathan Jaffa Secretario.
Wm. J. Mills Juez Superior.
C. W. G. Ward
Procurador.
Secundino Romero Escribano de la
Corte.
Condado de Mora.
Malaqulas Martínez Miembro del
Consejo.
E. H. Blernbaum Representante.
E. E. Studley Representante.
José Vlbian Fresquez Juez de Pruebas.
Juan Navarro Escribano de Condado.

Juan B. Martínez Alguacil Mayor.
Charles U. Strong Tesorero y Col- lector.
Albino Martinez Asesor.
Ricardo Martínez Superintendente
de Escuelas.
Alex. S. Bushkevltz Agrimensor.
Juan de Mata Mares, Damaclo Ta
Comls
foya, George V. Santistevan
ionados de condado.
Precintos del Condado.
Mora Roberto Romero, J. P.; Juan
Anto Guiterraz, S. A.
Cleveland Epifanio Espinosa, J. P.;
Jacobo Pando, S. A.
Guadalupita José de Jesús Torres,
J. P.: Plácido Jaramillo, s. A.
Cherry Valley M. S.Wasson, J. P.
La Cueva Donaciano Gonzales, J
P.: Luis Manzanares, S. A.
San José Manuel García, J. P.;
José Trinidad Martinez, S. A.
Golondrinas Ed F. Jager, J. P.
Ocaté Alejandro Mares, J. P.; Jul
lan Duran. S. A.
Holman Francisco Salazar, J. P.;
Pedro Lucero, S. A.
Wntrnn Mound Benito Vigil, J. P,
Armenio Encarnación García, J.P
El Llano Delflno Pacheco, J. P.;
Francisco Lopez, S. A.
Chacon Juan P. Ortega, J. P.; Por
flrio Pacheco. S. A.
Abuelo Benigno Trujlllo, J. P.;
Tnsfi T7. Garcia. S. A.
Cármen Jacobo Lobato, J. P.; Cío
Afivfin Viril. S. A.
Corrillera Epifanio Martínez, J. A.;
Tunn c. Blea. S. A.
Turquino Marino Gonzales, J. P.;
Cesarlo Gallegos, a. a.
Gascon José H. Martinez, J. P..
Atitoato C. Archuleta, s. a.
Roy Guadalupe Garcia, J. P.; Wm
a

nrnmmaee.

S. A.

WatróuowJ"rancisco

COURT

ON.

RIVERSIDE.

Judge Parts Wisconsin Pair at Trial
Held in Open Air.

DIRECTORIO OFICIAL.

W. H. Andrews

often difficult to determine questions
of Jurisdiction In criminal and civil
cases. A few months ago a young girl
was found in East Hill cemetery In a
dying condition, with a mortal bullet
wound in her breast Her sweetheart
was charged with having murdered
her. She was within ten feet of the
state line, which divides the cemetery,
and it was necessary for surveyors to
rerun the state line before it was determined that Tennessee had Jurisdiction in the case.
Until a few months ago, when a plan
for doing such work in common was
adopted, it was a frequent thing U Bee
one side of State street well swept
and sprinkled, while the pavement
on the other side, being in the other
city, remained dirty and dusty. However, many of these handicaps have
been overcome and there is unity in
action on almost all matters. At times
feeling between the police forces has
been bitter and a few years ago resulted In the killing of a member of
the Bristol (Tenn.) department by a
Bristol (Va.) bluecoat, but these objectionable features Incident to the
peculiar geographical situation of the
city are being rapidly minimized.

From stereograph, copyright, by Underwood

&

Underwood, lí. T.

The above Is probably the most characteristic photograph of President
Roosevelt ever made. He will probably be attired much like this on the hunt
ing trip to Africa which he has planned to take on the completion of his term
in the White House on March 4 next. .
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BRISTOL,
TOWN

THAT

IS

LITERALLY
ITSELF.

Dl-

-

VIDEO AGAINST

But Still Perfect Harmony Seems to
Exist One May Do on One Side
of Street What Is Prohibited
on the Other.

Knoxville, Tenn. That, contrary to
Biblical statement, a "city divided
against itself" can stand is shown
most strangely in the peculiar case of
The town Is literBristol,
ally divided in half by the state line
that separates Virginia and Tennessee.
One side of the main street Is In the
Old Dominion and the other in the
Volunteer state.
The state line runs in the center of
the street car track on State street for
more than a mile. A novel plan of
evading the Tennessee Jim Crow laws
as affecting street cars was devised
when the legislature passed a statute
requiring negroes to be seated in the
rear of the cars and apart from the
whites. On State street half of a car
f
In Tenis in Virginia and
nessee. To evade this law it is only
necessary to have the colored" passengers ride on the side that is running
in the Old Dominion, and by so doing
they may ride with a passenger who
Is in Tennessee, but who Is powerless
to compel the conductor to enforce the
Jim Crow law.
There is also a difference in the
marriage laws. In Bristol, Tenn., the
only prerequisites to the issuance of a
marriage license are that the prospective bride be 16 and the groom 18,
while in the city just across the state
line it is necessary for all applicants
or such license, where either party is
under 21 years old, to have the written
consent of their parents or guardians.
The result is that Bristol, Tenn., is a
sort of (Sretna Green for eloping couples from neighboring states whose
rigid
laws withhold matrimony from
Gonialea,. J. P
Va.-Ten-

one-hal-

infants that are eligible in Tennessee.
However, there Is a slight difference
In the price, as the license in Bristol,
Va., only costs $1, while in Tennessee,
just across the street, the same docu
ment sells for $4.50. .'
The fact that the principal thoroughfare is directly on the state line
permits men in business to choose the
state in which the laws are more
favorable to their business in which to
locate, and yet not sacrifice advantages of being on the principal street.
For instance, if the state license tax
in Tennessee is $200 a year and it is
$100 a year in Virginia, a man entering this business can be in Bristol,
Va., to the same advantage, and save
$100 a year on license. The result Is
that some lines of business are represented almost exclusively in one
city, on account of cheaper license tax
or some other consideration of that
character.
The Tennessee law which prohibits
the sale of revolvers and other small
firearms within the state is robbed of
its effect in Bristol, for the reason
that Virginia has no such law, and
hardware stores and sporting emporiums in that part of the city which is
In the Old Dominion carry them regularly in stock.
It was on the spot where Bristol
now stands that Gen. Evan Shelby,
the famous Indian warrior, the father
'of Gen. Isaac Shelby, the latter first
governor and "father of Kentucky,"
settled and built the first white man's
cabin west of the Alleghenles. The little log hut, which was preserved until
a few years ago, stood almost directly
on the state Une, and in it Gen. Isaac
Shelby, who won fame at King's mountain, was born. The body of Gen.
Evan Shelby now sleeps on the state
line between the two great commonwealths, in Bristol.
Daniel Boone, the famous pioneer
settler, also settled near Bristol and
the state line, and the inscription he
carved upon a beech tree not far from
Bristol is quite plainly visible. It is
as follows: "Daniel Boone cllled a
bar."
reason oí the state line It Is

Appleton, Wis. A half rotted stump
of what once was a giant of the forest
served as the witness stand, while all
outdoors, with a river view to the
fore and a gentle, sloping hillside to
the rear, was the courtroom when
Judge John Goodland, who for 12
years has presided over higher Judicial
matters in the Tenth Wisconsin judicial circuit, granted a divorce decree to Mrs. Ada Ebeling from William Ebeling.
Late in the afternoon Mrs. Ebeling,
accompanied by her attorneys, made a
flying trip in an automobile from
Green Bay to Appleton, with a view
to securing a divorce. Judge Goodland
was at his summer home at Telulah
Springs, on the Fox river, a few miles
east of Appleton.
Undaunted ' by this condition, they
sped to the jurist's home. The attorneys hastily presented their case
and convinced the judge that the defendant was willing that the action go
by default, and without the formality
of going to the courthouse Judge Good-lan- d
called a session of court on the
river bank. Mrs. Ebeling was asked
a few stereotyped but necessary questions and the decree separating her
from the man whose wife she became
only three months previously was is
sued.

WATERMELONS SAVE LIVES.
Water Would Have Boiled In Desert,
So the Story Goes.
Los Angeles, Cal. Stranded In the
desert and dying from thirst, a large
party of Indians were relieved by an
expedition carrying three wagonloads
The rescuers were
of watermelons.
unable to carry water, which would
have boiled In the desert, where the
thermometers registered 126.
The party, composed of Mojaves and
Yumas, were crossing the desert near
the Needles when their water gave out
and their horses became exhausted.
One young Indian volunteered to ride
to Needles for aid.
The officials were puzzled as to the
manner of relief, however, as they
knew water would boil or evaporate
as soon as the desert was, reached.
Then the watermelon plan was hit
upon and all of the Indians were
6aved except one old chief, who expired before the relief party came.

Preaches on Postals.
Bangor, Me. Rev. Seth Russell
Downle of the Walnut Street Presbyterian church, Bath, Pa., who Is spending his vacation at Gettysburg, each
week sends to each member of the
congregation a sermon printed on a
postal card. The sermons are short.'
This novel Idea has caused much, favorable comment.

P. J. PICKERING
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ofFASHION
MISSES'

PICTURESQUE HATS

SHIRT-WAIS-

J

DOES ALL KINDS OF FANCY
PLASTERING AND DECORATING, CISTERNS,
FOUNDATIONS AND

SUITS.

T

An Attractive School Gown
Young Girl.

SUMMER SHAPES WILL CONTINUE
THROUGH THE FALL.

Contractor and Plasterer
I. live

for the

Nothing is more serviceable for the
young girl not yet out of the schoolroom than a jaunty shirt-waicostume which answers all requirements
for every-dawear and which is usually so becoming to the undeveloped

Will Be Draped with Silk or Colored
Chiffon
Instead of Net A
Pretty Model In
Brown.

1

Fl.l'E

BUILDING.

For Information call at J. W. Tyler's store
ALL FIRST CLASS WORK GUARANTEED

mile northwest of Roy
My patrons

speak for my workmanship.

ROY LIVERY CO.

y

CORNER

OF THIRD STREET AND

i

AVENUE,

RAILROAD

Many girls to whom the lingerie

hats of the summer have been

par-

Single and Double Rigs
Teaming and Transfe ring"

9)
ticularly becoming are loath to abano
don these fascinatingly picturesque
examples of the milliner's art for the
r
stiller and more conventional headgeaH
r-which
is usually shown for early
2
autumn styles. The Charlotte Corday
shapes, especially those with high
O
crowns and brims which are little
drooping, are quite appropriate for
wear In town after midsummer Is past,
and for best occasions will be worn
through the autumn. To render these
hats a little less summery looking,
however, while they still preserve
their picturesque effects, they are
ROY LIVERY
draped with silk or colored chiffon instead of net and mull, and they may be
trimmed with ribbon, silk choux, or
plumes Instead of the floral garniture
which has been so fashionable during
the summer.
The illustration shows a hat of this
description made of dull finished chifPAID-U- P
fon taffeta in brown. The hat is preCAPITAL, $15,000.00
cisely the same shape which has been
so popular during the summer. The
crown is covered with the silk, while
the draperies of the same, as is also
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS.
the large nd dashing trimming at the
side. A plaiting of the silk is used
Dr. P. B. Evans, Vice President.
Frank A. Roy, President.
around tJie edge of the hat and beneath thljj there Is a ruffle of
William C. Roy, Cashier.
ljtce. The hat is faced with
shirred u.ousseline de sole in brown of
W. F. Buchanan and Ignacio Maestas.
the shacks of the silk. A touch of color
Tobacco-browfigure.
mohair
has
might veil be added to this hat If it
been, used for the one Illustrated,
which is trimmed with collar and cuffs
"We do general banking business.
Our business methods are
silk,
and
of
taffeta
fastened with buttons of similar silk,
conservative, and our safes and vaults are both burglar and fire
The waist is tucked either side of the
proof of the modern kind. We solicit your patronage.
front, stitched to within a few inches
bf the bust line, and the back has two
wide tucks, stitched from shoulder to
waist line. The skirt is a
circular model with an inverted box
seam, and
plait at the center-bacfitted to the waist line by darts over
each hip.
For a miss of 15 years the skirt requires four yards of material 20 Inches
yards 27 Inches wide, 2
wide, 3
yards 36 inches wide, or two yards 42
inches wide.
(P. 0. Solano, N. M.)
For a miss of 15 years the skirt, re
quires 66 yards of material 20 Inches
wide, 3
yards 36 inches wide, 3
Of Brown Taffeta.
yards 42 inches wide, or 2 yards 61
were meant to be worn with a gown inches wide.
GLAZING
KALSOMINING
all of one shade the same color in
brown. But if the gown is to be of
KITCHEN DONT'S.
contracting shades of color then It will
not b necessary to have any bright
Don't rinse laces in blued water
touches in the hat.
under a mistaken notion that it will
Witi a brown gown, for instance, Improve the color. It won't. Rinse
which has a light waistcoat and coral-colo- r in skimmed milk, which will give a
trimmings the all brown hat
soft, creamy tint.
would be more effective than one
Don't fill an oil or any other kind of
trimmings.
with 4 touch of coral in its
or lamp when it is lighted. This
stove
If thj hat is to be worn with a tan seems superfluous advice, but with
the
gowa trimmed with brown
(La Bien Venida)
the coming of hot weather cannot be
w.ould also be more effective.
repeated.
too
often
Pabat Beer, Extra Fine Blend nod Bonded Liquors, Wine and 'Cinara
For general wear, with a variety of
'
Don't leave a gas stove with, anyalwaya In Stock.
different costumes, there Is nothing
may
boll
over
or
which
thing
milk
brown
in
all
a
hat
mow useful than
the flame.
elthsr of different shades or in mono-ton- . soup and extinguish
POOL ROOM IN CONNECTION
of gas, there is danger
loss
the
worn
to
be
is
the
hat
if
But
turn
explosión.
off
Don't
the
of
an
with a rather dull brown costume, it
taps are
Give na a Trial.
Is best to give It a touch of brightness, gas at the main, unless the
Cordial Treatment to all.
well.
off
as
all
becoming
unless brown is singularly
JAS. A. PROCTOR, Proprietor.
Don't light the kitchen fire unless
to the wearer.
there is water in the boiler. If not,
Moháír Is developing into some very the .rush of cold water is liable , to
cracL the boiler.
.
mart coats for motoring wear.
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10 RETIRE FOR LIFE

TALK 'OF NEW YORK

THOMAS F. RYAN PREPARING TO
QUIT WALL STREET.

Gossip of People and Events Told
in Interesting Manner.
'

Leave Turmoil of New York
City for Quiet of His Beautiful Virginia Estate Planning
Residence.

Will

Millio-

Fair Estate Reported Settled Again

YORK.

NEW Jr., and

The sisters' lawyers made no less
than three settlements with the only
known relatives of Charles King, being forced to succeeding and more favorable settlements owing to renewed
reports that Mrs. Fair, as a matter of
fact, outlived her husband by half an
hour. Afler the latest of these three
settlements, which was for a relatively
small sum, $250,000 I have heard, the
sisters divided Charles Fair's estate,
probably not less than $5,000,000, between them, and the matter was
thought to be closed.
Then appeared a brother of Mrs.
Fair, who was supposed to be dead,
one Frank Preston Smith of Newark,
who proved to be not only alive but
kicking. He also demanded a settlement. What troubled the lawyers of
Mrs. Vanderbilt and Mrs. Oelrichs was
the fact that this troublesome lost heir
had been in France making independent investigation and claimed to have
ample proof that his sister survived
her husband not less than 40 minutes
after both were dashed against a tree
upon being thrown from an automo-

Mrs. Willie K.
Mrs. Herman Oelrichs

must be breathing easier than they
have for some years if it is true, as
reported, that their lawyers have at
last settled with the last of the heirs
of the late Mr. Charles Fair. The latter was the brother of the ladies mentioned and with them equal heirs of
the estate of the late bonanza king
and United States Senator J. G. Fair.
It will be remembered that the
late Charlie Fair and his wife were
victims of an automobile accident in
France and that after their deaths a
dispute arose as to which died first.
If, as Mrs. Charles Fair's relatives contended, the wife survived her husband, even by a minute's time, they
were rightful heirs of the wife's share
in the husband's estate. If the husband lived longer, or the same time
after the accident, Charles Fair's fortune' went fo his two sisters, Mrs.
IVanderbilt and Mrs. Oelrichs.

n-Dollar

Richmond, Va. Wall street and the
Stock Exchange are full of men of obscure origin. Horace Greeley once
said that if the stream of fresh country life which each year is poured lato

the Virginia house. His father,
George Ryan, was a tailor, and at one
time plied his trade at Amherst courthouse, in the adjoining county to Nelson. His mother was a Miss Fortune.
A brother, William, died several years
ago. His mother died when he was
14 years old.
Between the ages of 14 and 17,
while he was living with the Fortunes,
Ryan worked on a farm. One year he
hired out, and the old man for whom
he worked, and to whom he gave a
year of faithful labor, still lives in the
cove, near the Fortune place, containing 1,000 acres, which Ryan recently
bought and is now rapidly improving.
In 18G8, with his clothes and a railway ticket, to Baltimore, $17 and a
letter of Introduction to some business people in Baltimore from Taylor
Berry, of Amherst county, who was
his guardian, Ryan left Nelson county for the Maryland city.
For three days he walked the streets
in Baltimore looking for work. At
last he went into the office of John S.
Barry, who employed him and afterHe married
wards promoted him.
Barry's daughter, Miss Ida M. Barry.
After several years in Baltimore, he
removed to New York.
THEN NO ONE WILL SNUB HER.
Mrs. Von Claussen, Who Couldn't Get
Presented at Court, May Be Princess.

New York. It was learned from
New York friends of Mrs. Ida Von
Claussen, the beautiful American who
unsuccessfully attempted to get herself presented at the Swedish court
in 1907, that she will soon be persona
grata at any court in Europe.
Mme. Von Claussen is now in Rome,
and it is rumored that she will short
ly become a princess.
She can be
either one of two kinds Russian or
Report has it that; Prince
Italian.
Paul Ourousoff of Russia and Prince
Sforza Caesarina of Rome are in a
close race for her hand.
Mrs. Von Claussen in April of last
year besieged President Roosevelt and
the state department in Washington

bile.
No figures have been given out by

lawyers on either side as ta the
amount the sisters were compelled to
settle with the latest heir, but it is
rumored that the sum was large.

Mystery of the "Man in Black" Solved

Man in Black?

WHOThat thehas been the mystery of
is

ithe "Wall street boat" of the Sandy
,Hook Steamship line throughout the
'season. He has set 300 brokers gues-inand has kept them guessing every
morning and every afternoon as they
made the journey from the Jersey
shore to the city and vice versa. Every
lattempt that has been made to fathom
the identity of the stranger has met
with failure. If the attendants on the
boat have known they have kept the
'secret well until now. Approached
'and spoken to, the Man in Black, as
he has come to be known, has mum-,bleinarticulately and has walked
quickly away.
i
He is about 50 years old, of stooped
.shoulders, slight build, mouselike
,face, furtive walk and twitching hands.

d

His attire is always black, even to his
tie. "A black derby is pulled down
over his eyes. As soon as the boat
that carries the Wall street men to
the city in the mornings steams away
from the Highlands p!or the Man in
Black appears. No one has seen him
at any of the connecting trains. Noj
one has seen him walk down the long
wooden walk to the landing. Yet he is
always on hand.
Every effort has evidently been
made to veil the man's identity in a
cloud of mystery.' Three weeks' questioning brought no light until a day
or so ago. It was learned then and
the solution will settle many wagers
that have been made during the season among the Wall street crowd-t- hat
the mysterious Man in Black is
of the man who conthe father-in-latrols the bootblack privilege on the
Sandy Hook boats. He acts as "spotter" among the bootblacks on the vessels and sees to It that the boys ring
the bell twice instead of once. The
well guarded mystery has been solved
and the Wall street commuters may
once again take deep breaths.

Wall Street Men on Full Feed Again

THE

high-clas- s

restaurants in the

street district, which are
patronized by brokers and bankers, report a decided improvement In business in the last month. In the panic
period there was a
and
marked falling off in the number of
customers who patronized the restaurants and cafes of the better class in
the financial section, but with the return of prosperity trade picked up
rapidly.
When business is good and commissions plentiful, the broker takes a
post-pani-

c

party of hi3 best customers out to
luncheon with him almost every day,
and, of course, foots the bills. He
patronizes naturally the best restaur-ant- s
and his weekly bill for luncheons
is considerable of an item.
In bad times, however, all this Is
changéd. Where the broker's office
was filled with customers in the boom
days, it is now deserted and the few
clients on hand are not usually in
cheerful mood. The broker, who sees
his daily office expenses eating heavily into his capital, is in no mood to
incur additional outlay. Instead of
the merry luncheon party, he slips out
to the nearest restaurant and eats a
frugal meal.
has
Now, however, cheerfulness
supplanted pessimism in Wall street
and broker and office boy alike are
feeling the effect of It. So is the res
taurant keeper.

Thomas F. Ryan.
York from the rural sections
were stopped, in 50 years' grass would
be growing in Wall street.
Among the men who have thus gone
from the country and attained prom!
nence in the great center of finance
Virginia and the south have furnished
more than their shares. Of southern
men prominent in financial circles in
Ryan,
New York, Thomas Fortune
born in Nelson county, Virginia, and
still a resident of that county, is the
leader. Had the genius of Ryan been
turned to politics, literature or the
he no
law, Instead of money-makindoubt would have obtained prominence In any one of them, for the
same qualities that have brought him
such a large measure of success in
the financial world also would have
brought him success in any of thesi'
professions.
has recently
The announcement
been made that Ryan is now making
his preparations to retire from active
business life for the purpose of de
voting his remaining years to his na
In this connection it is
tlve state.
interesting to' note that he has had
under way for several months plans
res
for the erection of a million-dolla- r
idence In Richmond, his idea being to
spend his winters in this city and his
summers on his Oak Ridge estate in
Nelson county.
office skyscraper for
A million-dolla- r
Richmond also is in contemplation by
the financier. Plans for both these
buildings are believed to be now in
the possession of Ryan, who is ex
pected to come to Richmond in the
early fall for the purpose of looking
over possible sites.
Ryan always has taken a deep inter
est In Richmond and in Virginia.
Thomas Fortune Ryan was born in
1851 in a modest brick building, which
still stands at Lovingston, Va., the
county seat of Nelson county. The
building is a hotel, ana is Known M

New

Q
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in an effort to have Charles H. Graves,
American minister to Sweden, recalled
from his post for snubbing her.
Tallest Chimney.
The tallest chimney in .the world
Is now under construction
at the
Great Copper Falls (Mont.) smelter
Copper Comof the Amalgamated
pany. It has a foundation 74 feet in
diameter and 506 feet high, with a
diameter top. Connections with
the furnaces will be made by a flue
20 feet high, 48 feet wide, and 1,800
feet long. The tallest chimney hlth-ertbuilt is that of the Halsbrucker
Hutte, near Freiberg, Germany, 460
feet In height
.
54-fo-
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BIG BALLOON HOUSE
BEING

BUILT
ENTIRELY OF
STEEL AT FT. OMAHA, NEB.

Government to Carry on Experiments
in Aerial Navigation First Structure of Its Kind Ever
Erected In Country.;
Omaha, Neb. This city has the flrst
steel balloon house ever erected. It
Is being built by the United States
government in order that balloon experiments may be carried on extensively at Fort Omaha, which is strictly a signal station.
This monster building Is going to
cost the government $50,000. It Is
erected by a Minneapolis company,
and as it is the first steel balloon
house ever built, Is something in the
nature of an experiment, there being
absolutely no precedent to follow.
It Is entirely of steel. Not an atom
of wood Is In the building. Even the
window casings are of steel.' There
are nearly 300 tons of steel in this
monster balloon house, which is 200
feet long, 90 feet wide and 75 feet
high. Being altogether a new style
of architecture and the first of the
kind ever erected, It Is something of
a responsibility.
It Is what Is known as the "Church
truss" building, having an angular top
with a circular lower cord. From the
spring line of the lower cord to the
ridge of the truss is 27 feet. One of
the special features of the balloon
house is the size of the doors. There
is but one entrance, facing the north.
The doors to the entrance are mam
moth affairs, being 75 feet high and
weighing 14 tons. Yet eo delicately
balanced are they that one man can
move them. They are to be opened
and Bhut by means of a lever, which
can be operated by one hand. These
doors follow the truss slides in shape.
The steel was brought to the fort
In sections, held together by 14,000
steel rivets. The skeleton of the building
Is to be covered with sheets of corru
gated iron, which have a new mode of
fastening. The usual method is that

towers are 81 feet high. The total
weight of the building is 325 tons.
There are three parts to the building
the central part, which is to hold big
balloons, which have already arrived
at the fort, and a shed on each side
for storage purposes.
The hydrogen gas house is at the
right of the balloon house and will
be ready for work in Septem
ber, when the experiments with the
balloons will really begin. There will
be at least two balloons, a dirigible
and a spherical captive balloon. The
government intends to spend any
amount of money on these experi
ments, this being the first steel balloon
house owned by the government

The Balloon House.
of purlin nails; but the Omaha build
ing is put together by means of 120,Norway iron rivets.
The men who catch the rivets have
a hazardous job. Far aloft one of the
workmen heats these rivets to a white
heat in a forge on a platform. When
it is heated he shouts to the riveting
crew and seizing the hot rivet In a
pair of tongs sends It hurtling through
the air all the way from ten to forty
feet. One of the riveting crew catches
it in a bucket. To catch a white hot
rivet is not exactly like catching a
baseball. If the catcher misses it
means a severe burn for someone.
The method of construction makes
it practically impossible for the build
ing to be torn loose. Even the window
cases are to be of stéel and the entire affair is fireproof. There is a
anchorage from the concrete
below
piers, which go seven feet
grade, to the spring lipe of the lower
cord of roof trusses. The anchorages
are 14 feet apart on either side of the
building. The rear of the building is
anchored similarly.
On either. side of thefront is a high
towor which carriestb.a Joora. Thesq
000

con-tinuo-

BATHING AN INDIAN IDOL.

DENVER DIRECTORY

Curious Ceremony Attended by ThoiK
ands of Devout Pilgrims.

A $40 Saddle for

Thousands of pilgrims from the various outlying villages and other parts
of the Hooghly district poured in from
an early hour In the morning to the
temples of Jagernath, says the Calcutta Statesman.
The image of the god is placed on
a conspicuous part of the temple, so,
that it can be viewed at an advantage
by the immense crowd of pilgrlms,
and there at a certain fixed hour the
bathing ceremony commences.
The most curious part of the festi
val is that water is not poured on the
FALCONIO MAY GET RED HAT.
image of the god until a certain small
bird Is found sitting on the topmost
Apostolic Delegate at Washington banner of the temple. There is a popLikely to Become Cardinal.
ular belief that the bird comes from
Purl, the famous place of Hindu pilgrimWashington. Archbishop Dlomede age, to Maheoh on the day of this
Falconio, according to
festival, and his very presence Is an
rumor, will be called to Rome within Indication that the ceremony should
commence.
Immediately after the
bath the bird disappears.

$28co.d.

For a short time only
we offer this saddle,
horn,
steel
cinches, wool-line-

IV4-ln-

free.

The Fred Mueller
S&ddleHHarnessCo.
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V" Archbishop Falconio.

the next six months to receive the
cardinal's hat in reward for his sue
cessful diplomatic mission from the
Vatican to the Roman Catholic church
in the United States.
Third apostolic delegate from the
holy see to the American church, Mgr.
Falconio is the only one who enjoys
the rights of ' American citizenship.
He came to this country early in 1868,
with a number of other Neapolitan
novices of the Franciscan order, and
was stationed at the college in Buffalo and afterward in Allegheny, Pa.
He taught in the colleges and also
performed parochial work in Buffalo
and Its environs and in Niagara and
several Canadian towns.
He expressed a wish to spend his
life in mission work in the United
States, and his superiors permitted
him to take out naturalization papers.
This he did, and voted for Gen.
Grant at his second election in 1872.
The future prince of the church was
presented to the warrior president by
his superior during one of the president's visits to New York in 1874.
Before coming to Washington the
delegate served for four years as the
pope's legate to ths Roman Catholic
province of Quebec,- with a view to
settling the vexed school question. He
successor to
was the immediate
Cardinal Merry del Val, the papal secretary of state, and carried out the
program mapped out by that astute
diplomatist. He has always enjoyed
the confidence of the papal secretary,
and the relations between the American delegation and that important por
tion of the Roman curia have been
marked by the utmost friendliness.
-

Scheming Old Satan.
"Yes," said the old colored brother,
"he clum a tree w'en he seen Satan
comln', an' Satan sot fire ter de tree;
den he come slldln" down, an' what
does you reckon Satan done?"
"You tell it."
d
"Raised a yearthquake an'
him an' de tree alive! "Atlanta
Constitution. .
r
Bwal-lere-
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PALACE HOTEL
uuu him,
r;iiroeun 1 lan,

BROWN

make
REPAIRS of every known
of stove, furnace or range. Geo.
l31 Lawrence, iienver, i mine iu
Dealer In all Rinds or Hf.H-DUflflV
nnil II. ILUUn.
CIIANDISK. Mammoth cata- tree,
InR mallcU
curlier loin anu jdiuho,

ernUC
U
O
t
V

I

A. Pullen,

N

Denver.

SUPPLY COMPANY
The on!)'
Independent plumbing supply house In the
buying
Write ua for piicca before,
West.
1633-- 3
Blake
material.
vnur plumbing
Stroet. Denver. Colorado.

Marine Insurance.
Marine Insurance is the oldest kind
of modern insurance.
Its principles
were first employed in the fourteenth
century by the merchants of Barcelona, in Spain, when that city was
the capital of the kingdom of Catalonia and when its hardy mariners
were second to none in the world.
About the same time, and also at
Barcelona, the famous code of maritime laws known as the "consulado
del mar" was promulgated, which is
the foundation of the present shipping
laws of every country.

COLORADO

PLUMBING

Ho!crn

lis Hail-

I

-

NOLEU

M

RUG CO.

708 FIFTEENTH ST., DENVEIt, COLO.
Linoleums by the
Rug by tliu hundreds.
We buy and sell for cash only.
carloads.

SHORTHAND.
TKI.KÍiUAFHY, HANK1NU,
WKAFTINti, 81' MSH. ENGLISH
Kxrert tencho:;. trains for the bpst positions;
praduates thro iiihhmt the West Burning as hl h us
enter any tine; ca aloque fres ieo.
jau 0
LaMuiiyon, Frln., 5flJ Chuiej Buildinsj. Denver.
nOOK-KF.EPIN-

E. E. BURL1NGAME & CO.,

Moratory

ASSAY OFFICE

Bought Crusoe's Firelock.
Huida B. White of Philadelphia has
purchased the firelock used by
Selkirk, Defoe's original Rob
inson Crusoe on the island of Juan
Fernandez, at a sale In Edinburgh,
The relic has an authentic pedigree,
and for a long time was In the possession of Selkirk's relatives In Fifeshire, Scotland. The price .paid for
the gun was $160.

Established in Colorado,J866. Samples by mailor
express willroceive prompt and caroful attention
Gold &SilverBulllon Re,l0Vd'pcdHAnsEAre''
,b3
10
carload lots.
Thblb
WHt6 for rms.
Lawrence St., Denver. Colo.

8

1736-173-

rntt

AND

AMALGAMATION

CONCENTRATION,
CYANIDE

'BEAUTIFUL

FREE

MANDOLIN

.

A $H.SU tuiiihiiil n
ilh wiltimüal currying case,
ti'uetlierw ilh tiny lissniu I y t:u S.egel & lleyer
Si-- l o il of Chirauo.
We do not well this mandolin. II lsulwolutelyglTen
free for int.um.illon we will ask for. Write lor

"THE PALE GIRL."
Did Not Know Coffee Was

Larimer St.,

1

Denver, Colo.

d

"

double

d

skirts.
stirrup leathers, steel
leather - covered stirrups, warranted In ev
ery respect, ana equal
to saddles sold for 140
verywhere. Catalogue

the Cause.

Oui Ki'ecial sale of ríanos,
Is now on.

liiachlnei

In cold weather some people think
a cup of hot coffee good to help keep
warm. So it is for a short time but
the drug caffeine acts on the heart
to weaken the circulation and the re
action Is to cause more chilliness.
There is a hot wholesome drink
which a Dak. girl fmuid afU-- a ti:iKmakes the blood warm mid the hea.t't
strong.
She says:
"Having lived for five years in N.
Dak., I have used considerable coffee
owing to the cold climate. As a result I had a dull headache regularly,
suffered from indigestion, and had no
'life' in me.
"I was known as 'the pale girl,' and
people thought I was just weakly;
After a time I had heart trouble and
became very nervous, never knew
what it was to be real well. Took medicine but it never seemed to do any

1042-4-

- l miovcd to
California St., nenr Seventeenth.
1IESVKH. fol.O.

4

ASK

H.

Crnni and Talking

YOUR

DfcALEB

FUR

THE

A.&K.SHIRTS
AND PANTS
BEST MADE

TAKE

NO

OTHER

Made in Howe, Allen & Kaull Fac-

tory, Denver. If your dealer don't sell
them, write us.
.

good.

"Since being married my husbanf
and I both have thought coffee was
harming us and we would quit, only to
begin again, although we felt it was
the same as poison to us.
"Then we got some Postum. Well,
the effect was really wonderful. My
complexion is clear now, headache
gone, and I have a great deal of energy I had never known while drinking coffee.
"I haven't been troubled with indigestion slncé using Postura, am not
nervous, and need no medicine. We
have a little girl and boy who both
love Postum and thrive on it and
Grape-Nuts.- "

The LargfKt Western IJcunrtment Store
anil Mnll Order House.

40,000 People Shop here by Mail
We are pleasing- - others. We can
please you.
Return anything that disappoints.
Ask for out- Mall Order Bulletin.

1

"There's a Reason."
' Name given by Postum Co., Battle
Creek, Mich. Read, "The Road to Well-vlllein pkgs.
Ever read the above letter? A new
one appears from time to time. They
) are genuine, tr.ue, and full of human
interest.

Denver. Colorado.

,"

E, BURTON, ASSAYER &. CHEMIST
Kpcelmen prices: Cold, sliver, lead, $1; gold,
silver, 7óc; gold. 50c; zinc or copper, $1. CyMailing envelopes and full
anide tusls.
price list sent on application. Control and
umpire work solicited. Leadvllle, Colorado,

HOWARD

Reference;

Carbonate Rational

Bak,

KITCHENETTE FLATS.
TEN YEARS OF BACKACHE,
The Vanderbilt Cup race for automobiles will be run over the. Long Island
parkway course on October 24th.
Home ' Prayed For by the Bachelor Thousands of Women Suffer In the
1 1
President Roosevelt's vacation will 'Maid Now Making Its Appearance.
Same Way.
end September 22nd, when he will remove with his family from Oyster Bay
Slowly but surely the kitchenette
Mrs. Thos. Dunn, 153 Vine St.,
to the White House.
flat,- prayed for by the bachelor maid, Columbus, Ohio, says:
"For more
There were sixty-sisuicide cases is making its appearance,
Another
than ten years I was
in St. Petersburg last week. A large Harlem apartment house has gone up
in misery with backproportion of that number were work- with suites of two and three rooms
ache.
The simplest
ing
girls
eighteen
ages
between the
of
PROGRESS OF EVENTS AT
and bath and kitchenette, and before
completely
housework
e
twenty-fivand
years.
it was finished all of the small apartHOME AND ABROAD.
exhausted me. I had
In a speech at Olney, Illinois, W. J. ments were taken.
no strength or ambiBryan openly accused Speaker Cannon
'
The ' flats have elevator service,
tion, was nervous1 and
of telling a falsehood when the
Buffered headache and
speaker fixed Mr. Bryan's wealth at a dumb waiters, telephones, hardwood
FROM ALL
After
dizzy spells.
million dollars. Mr. Bryan said he floors and nice bathrooms. The kltch- enette Is built in an alcove off the these years of pain I was despairing
was worth not over $150,000.
The unemployed of Liverpool organ living room and' two doors surmounted of ever being cured when Doan's KidACHIEVE- - ized a procession and marched to the by an open grillwork shut it off when ney Pills came to my notice and their
BAYINGS, . DOINGS,
town hall. Two deputations were re- not in use.
use brought quick relief and a permaMENTS, SUFFERINGS, HOPES
It contains six broad, roomy shelves, nent cure. I am very grateful."
ceived by the lord mayor. They showed
that 10,000 of the laborers of Liverpool and beneath these is a porcelain sink
AND FEARS OF MANKIND.
Sold by all dealers. 50 cents a box.
were out of work, and requested relief. under which the refrigerator, is built Foster-Mllbur- n
N. Y.
- A daughter was born at Boston FriThen there Is a two burner gas range.
day to Lieut. U. S. Grant, Third United The shelves are for cooking utensils
The Two Versions.
WESTERN NEWS.
States Artillery, and Mrs. Grant; who and supplies and China if desired, but
At a dinner during the recent Epis
evangelist,
Boston W. Smith, the
is the daughter of Secretary of State it is usual to keep china in an out- copal convention at Richmond a young
died at Minneapolis on the 10th inst. Root. Lieutenant-GranIs attached
lady Bitting near the bishop of London
from apoplexy. Mr. Smith was com- to the United States engineering corps side closet.
There
no
bachelor
but
aré
washtubs,
said to him:
monly known as "Uncle Boston."
here and is living in Brookline.
maidens have been known to wash
"Bishop, I wish you would set my
enThe Democratic national committee' clothes in porcelain bathtubs-anChisholm, Minnesota, was almost
dry
at rest as to the similarity or
mind
tirely destroyed by fire on the 7th Is informed that a . temporary truce them in the breeze of an. electric fan. dissimilarity between your country
inst. The town had a population of has. been concluded between the leadpoint. Does the butabout 4,000, nearly all of whom are ers of Tammany hall and State Sena- The kitchenette .idea solves the prob and ours on one
may
tomato can?"
woman
how
lem
of
the
terfly
unattached
because
the
tor McCarren of Brooklyn, and that
left homeless.
bishop laughed heartily at this
lay have the comforts of home without a
The
will
both
sides
until
election
the
Fire' at Rawhide, Nevada, Friday aside their differences and actively servant' to bother her.
vivacious sally. Not so a young Engv night destroyed
a large part of the campjign for the national and state
required
neatness
for
Excessive
is
lishman of his party, who, after dinhomeless
town, rendering 3,000 people
New York.
in
ticket
plentisort
housekeeping
of
this
ner, sought his host.
and
and inflicting a property loss of
Emperor William disappointed the ful ventilation. Only the lighter forms
"I want to know, you know," said
over $750,000.
general expectation that he would :set of cooking can be Indulged in,- and he, "about that joke of Miss B 's.
At Strawn, Texas, on the 7th inst. foot on French territory Friday in the those requiring a short time in prepa- She asked if the butter flew because
trip along the
the thermometer registered 112 de-- : course of a sight-seeinBut the thousand and one tomatoes could. Pray tell me what
grees and at Waco it was up to 101 Voges range. The French authorities ration.
Magazine.
the point
' for three days in succession. All awarded his majesty a hearty Invita- women dwellers' in apartment houBes
who for years have beén cooking i in
tion to do so and had made every prep'ness had to be suspended.
EYESIGHT WAS IN DANGER
aration to welcome him, but he de- the bathrooms, much to the landlords'
In a contest lasting twenty-bnannoyance, may now look forward to
not to go across the frontier.
cided
.
pugl-rounds, Joe Gans, the colored
The number of unemployed in Lon
From Terrible EczemaBaby's Head
'
list, was defeated by Battling Nelson don was strikingly illustrated a few a better state of things.
a Mass of Itching Rash and Sores
at the Colma Arena, San Franco, days ago when 3,000 men surrounded
Useful Desk Pad.
Disease Cured by Cuticura.
on the night of the 9th inst.
way
into
and attempted to make their
A desk pad that, with a little care
Specials to the St. Paul Pioneer a hospital which had advertised for a and dexterity, can be made at home
"Our little girl was two months old
Press Btate that already over $3,000,-- " porter at a wage of $4.50 a week and successfully was seen among some
when she got a rash on her face and
000 worth of mining timber an other meals. An extra detail of police had
"within five days her face and head
"property has been destroyed by the to be called out to keep order in the new things hot long ago.
Two pieces of cardboard, about 20 were all one sore. We used different
crowd.
forest fires in upper Michlgp.n.
by 14 inches In size, were pasted to remedies but it got worse instead of
Dr. Cabell Whitehead, grneral man-cge- r
gether at one of the longest edges, better and we thought
WASHINGTON.
FROM
NEWS
turn
of the Seward Península raila pageless blind and that her ears would fall off.
making
what,
looks
like
acciby
an
was
killed
road in Alaska,
;
Lieut. Col. Louis A'. Lagarde, medi.coyer.
She suffered terribly, and would
dent on the road near Nome a few cal corps, has been detailed as a mem book
This was covered by a piece .'of scratch; until the blood came. This
days since. He was one of the best
ber of the army retiring board at Den- flowered cretonne neatly turned at the
old,
known men in Alaska.
ver, vice Capt. George H. Scott, medi edges, and these raw edges covered by went on until she was five months
docfamily
our
under
I
her
had
then
E.
Francisco
corns,
San
In an Interview ut
relieved.
cal
paper, which tor's are, but, she continued to grow
H. Harriman denied the reports that
John L.' Wilson has been appointed a piece' of firm white
:
at Bonanza, Saguache extended ovw the ; entire Inside of worse. He said it was eczema. When
he had acquired 'three steamers of the postmaster
'.
Oceanic line or chat he was negotiat county, Colorado, vice L. F. Correll, the pad.
she" was seven months old I started
Two or more pieces of blotting pa- to use 'the Cuticura Remedies and In
ing for the purchase of the United Rail removed.- P. G. Richardson and Guy
roads, the Saa Francisco street rail- M. Stevenson of Denver are appointed per were inserted and fastened .by two months our baby was a different
way system.
railway mail clerks.
ribbons passed through both covers girl. You could not see a sign of a
Bids were opened at the Treasury and blotting paper and tied on the out- sore and she was as fair as a newThe resignation is unofficially anDepartment on the 9th inst. for con- Bide.
'
!
nounced of che Rt. Rev. John Lancas.. .
born baby. She has not had as Blgn of
struction of a public building at Sher
of
same the eczema since. Mrs. H. F) Budke,
A piece' of ribbon of the
ter Spalding, bishop of the diocese
idan, Wyoming. The bidders were:
fastened so' LeSueur, Minn., Apr. 15 and May 2, '07."
Peoria, because of continued
Ferguson & Pearson, Sheridan, $146,- - shade, but wider, was
The bishop is now in his sixty-nintthat it ran diagonally across ' each
$131,800;
W'eise,
South
Omaha,
H.
year and still suffers from the paraly 420.
cover, and, tying, held the leaves in
Natural Error.
sis whim brought him near to death.
place.
The recent agitation in Washington
"Halloa, Scudder; what are you
over the Early leprosy case and in
shed?"
building a motor
Washing Mahogany.
GENERAL NEWS.
Arizona over the case of Mrs. General
"No; just a hat box for my wife."
similarly
was
afflicted.
Wardwell, who
If you find upon your return homo
Tbfl Lehigh Valley railroad has is- will, it is believed by officials of the from a vacation that the mahogany
sued instructions to the conductors di- public health and marine hospital serlooks grayish and grimy, don't' be
recting that they see to it that per- vice, lead to a renewed effort to obafraid to give it a good bath. House
place
some
at
establishment'
tain
the
carson suffering from consumption
wives do not realize the value of soap
lepry their own drinking cups and proper in the United States of a national
and water on old mahogany. It cleans
treatisolation
for
the
and
rosarium
company
The
use.
utensils for their
is a vast
the wood as nothing else does. Take of the happy homes of y
leprosy.
of
ment
pathas placed on sale at all stations
e
At Fort Myer on the 9th inst.,
a bowl or a bucket of warm water, In- fund of information as to the best methods
ent paper cups and other utensils and
Wright made three successful to which has been put a tablespoon
ha ve requested that all passengers sufbreaking all aeroplane records. or more of olive oil and a few shav- of promoting health and happiness and
flights,
purchase
consumption
fering from
right living and knowledge of the woild's
The first flight, made in the morning, ings of castile soap.
these for use on the cars.
'
the machine circled the drill
which
in
Use a soft sponge or a fresh piece best products.
'
Navy yard officials at Vallejo, Cal., grounds at the fort
times
and
excellence
of
actual
out
Products
in the
of cheese cloth. Wring it
have received instructions to change in 57 minutes and 31 seconds, was sur"
you
will
the
water,
ruin
so
"not
that
presented
truthfully
claims
reasonable
the name of the monitor Wyoming to passed in the evening, when a flight of
Cheyenne, the change to be made when 62 minutes and 15 seconds was made. carpet or the floor. Go into all the and which have attained to world-wid- e
the vessel which is now undergoing re- - Later Mr. Wright took Lieut. Frank P. crevices of the carvings with the acceptance through the approval of the
pairs is put in commission, uct. isr. Lahm, the aeronaut of the signal cheese cloth wrapped about a small
of the World; hot of indiThe change is made in order to allow corps, for a spin around the drill pointed stick.
big
a
of the many who have
the
new
of
making
one
for
name
a
record
grounds,
viduals
to
only,
every
but
Be
department
piece
the
sure
of
that
the
flight.
battleshlpo now building in the East two-mawood is dried with fresh cheese cloth the happy faculty of selecting and obtainIn the Bhootlng tournament at Sea or a bit of soft flannel.
after the state of Wyoming.
ing the best the" world affords.
New Jersey, the United States
any
Gift,
says
dispatch
that
Albany
An
One of the products of that class, of
trophy
Dryden
won
Corps
the
Marine
K.
Thaw
from
Harry
attempt to take
Maeedoine Salad.
United
second,
finished
Ohio
Poughkeep-simatch.
county
at
known component parts, an Ethical
Jail
the Duchess
egg, four long radOne hard-boilethird, New Jersey
comto Pittsburg or any point outside States Infantry States
f
Spanish remedy, approved by physicians and
cavalry fifth, ishes, if in season,
United
the state will be opposed by the State fourth,
'the
of
mended
the
by
Maryland Bixth, New York seventh, onion,' one large beet (left from the
Commission in Lunacy.
eighth.
Columbia
of
family
District
and
the
large
potatwo
before),1
wholesome
World
valuable
boiled
and
day
a
as
'
Miss Annie S. Peck of Providence,
The monthly statement of the circutoes, one teaspoonful chopped parsley, laxative is the
n
Syrup of Figs
R. I., the mountain climber, has suc- lation of national bank notes on Aug.
one stalk of celery. Cut beet and po- and Elixir of Senna. To get its beneficial
Increase as compared
ceeded, on her second attempt within 1st shows an1907,
tatoes in small pieces, slice onions,
of $81,269,787, and
manu
with August,
summit
of
the
celery and add parsley. effects always buy the genuine,
reaching
month,
in
a
as compared with the previous month radishes and
Co.,
Syrup
California
Fig
the
factured
by
egg,
calwith
lettuce
put
Garnish
and
a decrease of $6,762,883. The total cirMount Huascaran in Peru. She
druggists.
through a ricer and serve with mayon- only, and for sale by all leading
culates that the height of the summit culation outstanding Aug. 31st 1908,
naise or French dressing.
$65,326,108.
was
26,000
feet
is
W. N, U., DENVER, NO. 38, 1908.
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Song and Insectivorous Birds; kill- TERRITORY OP NEW MEJfICO,) IN THE DISTRICT COURT THEREOF,
Synopsis ot the U.S.
)
FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT.
ing
or injury prohibted. Penalty, $50 COUNTY OF COLFAX
Government Land Law.
fine and 30 days imprisonment.
Floersheira Mercontile Company, a Corporation, Plaintiff, v Alfredo
All men . and ; women .over 21
Thomas McGrath, Adell McGrath do Bushkevitz, Alexander S.
i OPEN SEASON POR FISH.
years of age, widows, and per- Mountain Trout (all species) with Bushkevitz, her husband, Luisa McGrath de Regensberg, Benjamine Regens-ber-g,
sons under 21 years of age - who rod, hook and Jine only; May 15th to Rufinaher husband, Trinidad McGrath. a minor, Carlos McGrath, a minor,el
McGrath, a minor, Cecelia McGrath, a minor, Trinidad Lucero,
are the heads of families, who October 15th of each year. . Size limit,
Romero de McGrath, Pedro McGrath, a minor, Felicita McGrath, a
160
are not owners of more than
not less than 6 inches; Weight limit, minor, hnd Doloritas McGarth a minor. Defendants.
acres of land,' who are; citizens or 15 pounds per day. Penalty, $50 fine NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, That on the 4th day of February, 1902,
Jose D. McGrath now deceased, made, executed and delivered to the above
have declared their intention to and 60 days imprisonment.
r
natoed plaintiff, a mortgage covering the real property hereinafterNdescribed
become citizens of . the United . 'Bass (large and, small mouth spec- to, secure the payment of $3,800.00
payable six months after date, "which
States are qualified to make a ies) with rod, hook and line only; mortgage was on the 6th day of February 1902, recorded in the office of
Recorder of Col fox County, and on
homestead entry,
May 15th to October 15th of éách year. the Probate Clerk and
tbelstday of April, 1902, said mortgage was recorded in the office of the Probate
Not later than six months frcfm Weight limit, 25 pounds per day. Clerk
.
and
Recorder of Mora County.
Thereafter there bedate of entry , the homestead Penalty, $59 fine and 60 days impris- ing a default in Ihe ttims.
tif fcaidniortfige,
the plaintiff cn tie 0th
claimant must establish his resi- onment. Unlawful to sell,; or expose day of August, 1907, commended a suit against the above named dedence upon the land, and after or offer for sale or ,for ' any common fendants, heirs of said late Jose D. McGrath, for the foreclosure of said
and On the 25th day of June 1908, the Court herein rendered jndg-me-nt
fourteen months of actual resi- carrier, express company; agent, or mortgage,
decree ordering sale of the property and appointing tlx undersigned,
upon
has
resided
and
he
dence,' if
employe thereof, to receive oír have in W.R.Holly, special master tq sell property to satisfy mortgage indented oess.
IS THEREFORE HEREBY GIVEN, That the undersign, W.
. cultivated the land, can cómmuté possession
ot transport. fpir"market R.NOTICE
Hotly,' will,' under apd by" virtue of said order of court, sell the said
or1 pay for the land at the rate of any game' animals,
'Xsi)
birds or
pro- property or so much thereof as may bet necessary
to satisfy the sum ' of
$1.25 per acre, when the claim- tected by law in this Territory. Pen- One Thousand,
Seventy six and
Dollars,($l,076.04), the amount due on
ant wUl receive patent to the land alty, $100 fine.
said mortgage, June 25th, 1908, with accrued interest and all cost, at pub"VV - '
from the government. It claim- .'The use, of dynamite, drugs, or per- lic vendue to the highest and best bidder for cash- on Saturday the 26th,
ant does not wish to commute, he mitting sáw dust to pass In ttf any of day of Sepuember 1908. at the hour of ten o'clock in the forenoon said
in front of the United States Post Office, situated on lot seven of
can reside continuously upon the the'publid . waters of this Territory in day,
block twenty-one- on Third street in Town of Springer,' 'Colfax! County.'
land five years, and upon filling which aré game food bsI&b a felony,' New Mexico.
"
;
,tj
,!...
tr
proof that he has. done so will Trespassing on posted private'prop-ert- y The following is a description of the real property to be sold as described
the
receive a patent to the land. ?:
prohibited.. JPenalty, $100 fine in said mortgage and order of court. Said property being located in
'
'
counties of Cqlfax and Mora, Territory of New Mexico..
'
ne
war
wno
served
in
soldiers
and 60 days imprisonment. , .
The south half of the southeast quarter of section 17, and the north half
. t
"'
of the rebellion, the. Spanish or
- W." E. GMFKEN, Warden.
of the northeast quarter of section 20, township 19, north, range 26, east,
'
160 acres and know as the McGrath Ranch.
the Philippine wars are entiled
containing
F.'
Roy,
A.
Deputv.
'
'
:
Also the south half of the southwest quarter of section 17, and the east
,
to have the time of service not
'
half of the northwest quarter of section' 20, township 19 north, range 26,
exceeding four years counted as ' r Leyevde Caza y Pesca.
y. t
i
' ;
east, also containing 160 aeres..
.'(
"'"
TERRITORIO,
DEL.
MEXIC'd.
NEÜVO
de
residence on the land. ?
Also 373 acres of land at Guadalupe, Mora County, N. M. situated
' The widow of a deceased , solSegtui Enmendadas por laCAsaijabla about fourteen miles north of the town of Mora, N. M., and known as
anlvpv tin 31 nl th nHt(1a.) Ktrvv of nairi ('nnntv fit' UnM navtlir
dier who never used his home; Legislativa $7roa,p enefet desdá y improved
and with dwelling and other ' improvtsnents thereon. This place
,'
de
después
Marzo 21,1907.4-- ;. .
stead right, can make' a soldier
'.(..,
" being; also known as "Halfway. House".- n
de
CAZA
ESNACION
Is
homestead entry1 and required
Also , lota JSo.. four (4) and four A (4 A) in block No. twenty (20) of
con
Yenrdo
cuernos,
solamente;
con Springer, N.-with two dwellings houses and other improvements thereon.
to reside personally ' on ' the" land fusil í
Octubre 15 a "Noviembre 3d de
(51),: Springer, N. M.
Also lots one to twelve, inclusive, in block fifty-on- e
fpr one year.
á widow, K0f a
bloclc fifty-$w- o
lnoluaive,
(52),
and
in
ano.
one
clda
un
twelve,
to
lots
Limite
Springer,' N. M,'
venado.
Pena,
died,
or
deceased soldier; has
(53). Springer, ' N. M.
and lots: one; to twelve inclusive, In block fifty-thr$100,00 multa y 60 dias de encarcela-c- hildren,
his
minor
'again married,
and )ots one to twelve, inclusive,, in block seventy (70), Springer, N. M.
j ';
(85) Springer, 1N. M.
through a guardian, ; can miento.
and lots one to twelve inclusive, in block eighty-fivAlce,' Carnero Cimarron, Nutria, "Alsp lots two (2),' two A (2 A) and three (3), in bloclt twenty of Springer,
imake a soldiéf 'h ' homestead' en-tryih.
'
Ptarmigan (codorniz blanco, ) prohibj N.- M.
r
.
New Mexico, this 20th dayof Augque se maten, cabtrren o dañen, en .Pated, Springer, Colfax County,'
do
-.
dies,
claimant
:;
If1 ahomestead
,.1908. ,.
.,.
.
..
! SI
!f Vn todo tiempo. Pena $500.00 multa y 9Q ust,
T goes . o iiwmj jyiui3y.iijjL&.
jne iana
Special Master appointed by the Court
leaves one; if not to his heirs. üiás encarcelamiento.
for the sale of said property.
Antílope, Faisanes, Codórnizes', del
npr
me
iieirs
JNeitner Uie wiaow
'
orient,
Palomas
pórtejidos
Silvestres
are required to live oh the land
Mayo 13, 1910. Pena $100. mul-,T CONTEST NOTICE.
who, on July 13, 1903, made hame
but ihustkeep up the improv-nlent- s. hasta
'
60 dias de encarcelamiento
y
Department
of the Interior,
::stead entry No. 4797, (serial no.
..
, ii United States Land Office.
Tórtolas solo con fusil; Julio 15 a
0780), for SE 4 NE
NE1-- 4
Any tiomesteadex', who by failSanta FeN.M. August 18, 1908.
1
2
4
8,
SE
SWl-section
W
ure of crops, sickness or any MayO de cada ano. Pena $100 multa
A sufficient contest affidavit having
J.
dias de encarcelamiento
been filed in this office by Damacio section 9, township 19 N., range
other Unavoidable casualty isi un- y60
able to make a living for himself ' Gallina silvestre, Perdices,. Gallinas; Tafoya, of Roy N.- - M., contestant, 27 E., N. M. P. meridian, has filed
against Homestead entry No. 7860, notice of intention to make 'final
and family on his claim, can se- del i ampo solo con fusil; Octubre made
se
March 24, 1904, for the w
Nbvembre
y
Diciembre
de
caaa
ano
cure a leave of absence not ex
se 4 se 4 and sw 4 ne 4 sec- five year proof to establish claim
14,
$100
y 60 dias de encareelámie- ceeding one year, when a leave Pena,
tion 22, township 22n., range 24e., by to the land above described, be'
W Perry, Contestee, in which it fore! W. H. Willcox; U.;
; nt
Jack
Y
tilrie
granted,
the
,
is
of absence
8. : Court
alleged that "said Jack W. Perry
the settler is absent must be, pqrhlba, que se maten o injurien. Pe- is
haa, wholly abandoned said tract; that Commissioner, at his office in
made up at the end of five years na, 50 multa y 30 dias de encarcela he has changed hi residence therefrom Roy, N, M. on the 2nd . day of
residence and cultivation requir- miento, i for more than six months since mak- October 1908. V' ;:
,
ing said entry; that said tract is net
'
ed bylaw. '.
Claimant
names
as
.
.witneses:
estíancion de Pesca
settled upon and cultivated by said
s,
Truchas (todas especias), ion vttra, party as required
by law; that he has Irenio Martinez, Antonio J.
y
15
anzuelo
sedal
Mavd
solamente:
Jose
a
Garcia,
homestead,
Juan
comply
with
the
de,
to.
failed
Laws
v' Game and Fish
Octubre 15 de cada ano' Limite de Ü-- lawa a to residence and cultivation Dios Lopez, all of Roy, N. M.
Of the Territory of New Mexico, as mano no
entering same; that for. the last
'
'
icemos que 6 pulgadas Li- sinceyears
Edward-W- .
..
two
last past, he was absent
amended by the 37th Legislative As- mite de peso 15 libras par dia.
, Pena
itegister.
from the said land 'and such absence
.
sembly and in force from and after $50 multa y
Godiasdeencarcelamieno. continues to be such to tne present
"i
March 21st, 1907.
Perca (especie de boca grande y pe- - date; that he has totally abandoned
.
OPEN SEASON POR GAME. "...
quena) con vara, anzuelo y sedal sol same never expecting to return"; and
NOTICE FOR PBBLKJÁ.TION.
Deer jrith' horns with gun only; amente:
that said alleged absence was not due
Mayo 15 a Octubre 15 de cada to bis employment
Department
of the Inierior,
in the military or
October 15th to November 30th of each ano. Pena 5(1 multa y 60 dias
de en naval service of the United States in
.
United
States
Land Office,
year, Limit, one deer. Penalty, $100 carcelamiento.
time of war; said affidavit having been
' v.
Clayton, N M. August 21 , 1908.
Elk,
fine and 60 days imprisonment.
25,
1908,
filed
July
parties
said
are
Sera ilegal para vender; o exponer
Notice is hereby given that
Mountaih Sheep, Beaver, Ptarmigan; b ofrecer para vender, "o para cualqu- hereby notified to appear, respond,
killing, capturing or injuring prohib- iera ferrocarril, compañía de expaesó hand offer evidence touching said alle William A. Vance, of Roy, N, M.t
at 10 o'clock a. m. on October
May 15, 1902, made
ited at all times, Penalty, $500 fine agente o em piado de ellas, para recib- gation
1, 1908, before A. S. Bushkevitz, U. who, on
and 90 days imprisonment.
S,.
ó
Roy,
M.,
Commissioner,
N.
and
at
& T
1 HX
ir tener en posesión, o trrsportar that final hearing will be held 10 no.0784),
Antelope, Pheasants, Bob White
at
for
lots
6, 7, 10 and 11,
para
mercado cualquiera de los ani- o'clock a. m, on October 12, 1908.
Quail, Wild Pigeon; protected until males, aves o pescadas protejidos bor
section 6, township 20 N., range
The said contestant having, in a
March 13, 1910. Penalty, $100 fine and ley en este Territorio, Pena ,$100 de proper affidavit, filed August 15, 1908, 27 E,, N,M, P. Meridian, has filed
60 days imprisonment.
;
set forth facts which show thai after notice of intention to make final
. ;
.
.
multa. .
due diligence pereonal service of this five year proof, to establish claim
Turtle Dove with gun only; July
El uso dé dinamita drogas, o per- notice can not be made, it is hereby
above described, be
15th to May 1st of each yeah Penalty,
mitiendo que pase rscerrin a cualqui- ordered and directed that such notice to the land
$100 fide and 60 days imprisonment.
wuicox, U.S. Court
lorew.u.
era de las aguas publicas del Territo- be given due and proper publication.
Commissioner, at his office in
Wild Turkey, Mountain Grouse, rio en la cual se hallr' pescado sera
Manuel R. Otero,
f'
Royf N. M., on the 2nd . day of
Register.
Prairie Ghicken with gun only; Oeto una felonía,
.
October, 1908.
ber, November and December of each
Se prohibe traspases propiedad pri
Claimant names as witnesses:
year. Penalty, $100 fine and 60 days vada en la cual hay avisos colocados
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Henry Stone, John Tasharskij
imprisonment.
$100
60
y
de
encarcelamiendias
Pena,
Department of the Interior. Pablo P. Branch,
Quail (native or crested) with gun
Juan Jose Rod-ñque- z
to.
United States land Office,
all of Roy, N. M. ..
only; October, November, December
W, E. GRipra,
Clayton, N. M. August 21, 1908.
Guardian de Caza y Pesca.
and January of each year. Penalty;
Edward W Pox,
Notice is hereby given that
P. A. RoyDeputado.
".
10-1$100 fine and 60 days imprisonment.
Register.
Ref ujina Archuleta, of Roy, N. M
Mc-Gra- tb,
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Kansas Valley Notes.

New Ideas

County Proceedings.

1

C. E. DeLong, who has been in Tu
Augnst 8, 1908.
rón Kansas, returned home this week.
Continued from last week.
The
met
court
present
adjourned,
were
as
the Hon's. Juan de
John Fogleman, who has been visitThe physical body is most nearly
Mata
Mares,
Geo
Tafoya,
prerident;
Santistevan, memDamacio
his
parents
Cherryvale,
ing
gets
in
Kansas
which
it
attire to the earth from
bers
and
E.
H.
Navarro,
deputy
Juan
his
by
clerk
Beirnbaum.
to
indihas
returned
his
farm.
part
of
the
any
of
substance
its
They proceed to the dispatch of business.
vidual. The earth produces the food
Floyd Ogden who has been spending
Accounts Approved.
which is taken into the stomach and his vacation with his parents has reValdez
Alberto
$27.00
for
repairing
bridger in precinct no. 8
wonderful
by a series of minuets and
turned to Lawrence, Kansas to resume
Alberto Valdez for bringing Cristobal Sanchez and Regino Cruz,
processes changed to a fluid which his studies.
$27.00
insane, to jail, mileage etc, as deputy sheriff
nourishes and sustains the whole body
Mrs. E. F. Ivey, Mrs. Walter SkinNow
no23
asking
comes
petition
a
from
of
precinct
citizens
the
Recent scientific experiments have pro- ner and daughter Miss Hester of Roy
ven that the brain does not as we was were the guests of Mrs. T. M. Ogden for certain roads that has been closed, aforesaid road being by
the land of C. E. Blattman and that aforesaid Blattman has closed
hitherto supposed either generate or Tuesday.
all the entrances to the public road and they ask that the aforesaid
retain thought. On the contrary the
Mr.
Mrs.
Shelby
the
and
Gross
are
road should be appraised so as to have it declared as a public road.
nervous system which extends through
ten
a
of
proud
pound
parents
boy,
At
the same time $25.00 was deposite to pay the cost of said case.
the
body
is
physical
out the entire
reciprent as well as the generators of Isaac Stuart Gross. Mother and babe The board approves the petition and appoins Alberto Valdez, J. R.
Strong, Jose Iganacio Sanuhez as receivers and to report on the
thought. Seperate and apart from doing nicely.
matter
at the regular term of Octoder 1908.
Kidd
is
busy
E.
C.
cane
very
cutting
the nervous system both body and
Now
comes
Albino Martinez assessor, for his deputy Blaz Sanchez
Valthe
for
millet
in
and
farmers
this
insensible
and
brain are insensatate
and presents and submits his books of epualization for. the year of
organs, incapable of sensing injury ley.
'
:
"
.- '
;
.' ; ";
...
or inflicting it.
Joe Wright, who has been employed 1908treasNow
aqproved
were
same
The
and
and
received.
collector
the
Man is a physical, a mental and a in western Kansas, returned home and
urer are charged with following; Por territorial purposes $i6302.52
spiritual being. Each and every part is digging a well on his farm.
'
.
.
- '
37175,51
For county purposes
of his fold nature seeming to develop
'
Dr. Brady, of Solano, was making Now the board adjourns until August
1908.
31t
out of or springing from the one be- professional calls in the Valley MonAugust 31, 1908.
low it, in the order named.
day.
Themeets
adjournment,
being present,
board
qorum
a
after
century
so
present
Previous to the
A post office has baen petitioned for they proceed to the dispatch of business.
Now comes Rumaldo
man
declared
science
physical
called
this Valley. All are in hopes we may Gonzales and ask that a list, of nani3s tint he. his presented to the
to be a composite of mind and matter. obtain same, as it would be a great benboard shouldlo.e added to the list of registration, one name in ever
The word matter in this sense leing
efit, as Kansas Valley is th? thickest procinct as Judge of Democratic Registration and the same was
was
then
body
as "dead stuff." The
settled neighborhood arour d Roy.
proceeds to the appointment of Judges
dismissed, Now the
designed as "dead stuff" and the mind
of
Regisuration
different
of
and
precincts forx the electional year of
C.
the
DeLong
children
Mrs.
and
being the opposite was considered as
1908
follows:
as
are
in
were
which
shopping
Lillie
Woods
Mrs.
"live stuff." At this time the mind,
Precinct No. 1, Juan B. Martinez, Francisco Trujillo, Marcelino
presumably, was located in the brain Roy, last Saturday.
Rev. Russell and J. O. Byrd, of Martinez. Precinct No. 2, Dan Cassidy Jr. , Luuiano Maes, Modrsto
or in orne portion of it.
Martinez. Precinct No. 3, Thomas D. Rcuiero, Senobio Salazar,
Now the brain while it is one single Roy, were in the Valley on business
Griego. Precinct No. 4, M. B. Wasson,' Herculeano Baca,
Ramon
',
Friday.
organ to all intents and proposes last
Baca.
Precinct No. 5, Mareelino Martinez, Charles Korte,
Flabio
three
of
composed
Roy Wood is sowing wheat this
is strickly speaking,
. Precinct No 0, Calletano Gallegas,' Jose D. Garcia,
Abila.
Manuel
'
'
"
seperate and distinct parts or lobes; week.
Serna.
Precinct No. No.' 7, Jóse Guillermo Paiz, Charles
Francisco
none of which are marked by a special
Mrs. Geo. Lucas, who has baaa very Weber, Juan Duraii. Precinct No.
Patricio Duran; Lucas Maes- activity or vibratory movement of ill for some time is reported as very
9
Dura'X
Peto.
Coisicion
Arellano, Victor Gallegos
Crisostomo
tas,
"
their own such as distinguishes the much improved.
10;, Rafael Romero y Lopez, Juan H. Casias Trin
Valdez,
Peto.
Juan
heart, lungs, etc. While the rythmic
idad Medina, Peto. 11, Gabino P. Sanchez, Antonio Stines, Felix
pulsation of the blood through this
Baca, Pcto.;12, Bias Sanchez, R. M. Harrison, Manuel Maldonado,
ITEMS.
organ is the same as it is in the other
No. 13, Jose de Jesus Vigil, Filiberto Sandoal,-JuaPrecicnt
organs of the body with dissimilar
We had a tine rain Monday after14 Sevrq Lucero, Crecencio Cruz, Aurelio Martinez. Pet
Peto.
functions. The brain itself is an inert noon which was badly needed.
E.
M.
Lucero, Andrez Medina, Felix corcova, Peto. 16, Feliz
15,
No.
lump of matter, remembering that in
G. W. Hewlett is building a house Pacheco, Ltciano Espainoza, Elias Aaguello, Peto. 17, Federido
accordance with science we must deHerrera, Jacobo Lavato, Peto. 18 Jesus M. Martina ,
on his claim this week. .
fine the word matter as "dead stuff".
Gallegos,
José Gallegos, Peto. 19, Leopoldo Coca, José Mar
Gaspar
The new post office sent out forty-eigBut here the scientist contradicts himSantiago
Lujan, reto. ZJ, UttoLange, bamuel Wasson,
Gonzales,
ino
pieces of mail last Wedneseay,
self or rather his definition of the
No. 21; Manuel Valerio, Federo Archuleta,
Peto,.
Trujillo,
Juan
word matter: for he eoes on to state this being the first mail sent from this
Emeterio Solano, Precicnt No. 22, A. S, Bashkevitz, Ignacio Maes-tas- ,
that "thought fluid" is generated in office.
Domingo Martinez, Peto. 23, Alberto Valdez, Jose Martinez,
or bv the action of the gray matter of Vert Van Duyne, Red River Canyon Severieo Santistevan, Peto. 24, R. ti. Carson, Basilio García, Ireno
the brain. This stat ement is absurd visited home folks Monday;
Martinez.
upon the very face of it, at no time
Now the doard is adjourued u itil, the 5th day of October 1908.
Mr. Ben Hobson and family, J,,H.
and under no circunstances any where
throughout
all nature does the law of Van Duyne, Roy Van Duyne, Charles
It will be given at ten o'clock in the
.... 0
'
CIRCUS AGAIN' PARADES.
' "
forenoon.' '
generation or regeneration act in Lumbard and Misses Inez and and
This year's company of performers
what is termed matter, "(dead stuff)" Bessie Hewlett went to Red River, Barnum and Bailey to Present New
is the greatest aggregation of talent
The rythmic beat of natures pulsing Sunday, sight seeing. All report a
Street Spectacle in El Pasa.
ever been and must good time.
that has ever gathered together. It
hHiirt has
and
the
who
Barnum
visit
Those
J. W. Van Duyne, J. H. Spencer, Bailey Greatest Shows on Earth in comes from all parts of the world and
continued ever to be the accumpani-men- t
of the outward manifestation of G. W. Hewlett and W. H. Van Duyne El Paso, on Saturday, October 3, will the acts presented display great novthe creative act. The life principal, went to Rov on business the first ' of' have an opportunity of seeing the elty, and are so varied in character as
"
the first cause, the electric spark, the the week.
greatest parade that ever was present to satisfy all tastes. Soma of the
the creative force, call it by any name
H.
by a circus, the management hav most noteworthy acts ara those of the
Spen
and
ed
Duyne
H.
J.
Van
W.
you please, must and does underly all cer are helping G. W" Hewlett build ing again established the parada fea- La Raque sisters of France, who are
g
exploiting a most daring,
created things.
ture a part of the days exhibitions.
his house.
and
double
dangerous
cirautomobile
years
this
that
The physical body of man the organs
the
four
During
Some of the farmers in the Valley
44
Autos that
within this body and his brain are
cus has omitted the morning pageant somersault act called
feed
we
think
cribbing
but
their
are
precisely
of
tha
Pass
in
composed
Air"; Robert Dohn, from
one and all,
army oi artists ana mecnanics
an
it a little early yet.
the same material. The only difference
have been working day and night in the Blacii Forest of Germany, who
Webb. Hancock is cutting corn this the foreign workshops of the circus at lifts an automobile and passengers
being in the finess or grade of the
material und not in the material itself, week.
Stock of Trent, England, originating with his teath; the Fradianis of Franand modern science has matharaatical
Miss Bessie Hewlett entertained a and building this years spectacle. ce, who do difficult acrobatic feats
ly demonstrated this statement, there few of her friends Thursday evening, Floats of burnished gold.howdah drap- while standing on running horses;
is in all this world no single atom of it being her eighteenth birthday. Ice eries and throne rugs from Persia, Prof. Wormwood of England and his
the wonderful Vie-newhat was previously termed matter. cream and cake was served, every silken banners, scarfs and flags from trained
troupe
of
aerialists
which
from France;
has
even
that
On the contrary,
the looms of China, statuory from
body enjoyed themselves
Pacheco
the
family
of
a
as
dead
acrobats
being
as
from
of
appearance
from
costumes
Paris
the
Italian studios,
Mr. Milton, of Illinois, arrived last
door nail or deader has hidden away Thursday with a car of stock and and harness mounted in silver give to Italy, and Le Clown Moustier and his
the parade a brilliancy that is dazz- celebrated animal comedians from
in the innermost depths of its being
household sroods ana is bunding on
France.
the
possibil
of
life;
spark
ling.
the electric
In all the history of the circus busiity of groth and development. Even ",B
The entire world has contributed to
ness this year's
given
the rocks those appearently lifeless i We wonder what has become oi our this pageant. Every phase of human by the Barnum entertainment
Bailey circus
and
new
school
board.
existence is presented; 1,500 men, wo- stands out as tha most wonderful perand inert things increase in size and school and the
men and children take part in it and formance ever given under canvass.
change their shape from century to
A special train leaves Roy at 6.0T
Go to Floersheiras for School ma 700 horses are employed. It cost ten
century, as is proven by careful obin. on October 2nd and the fare is
terial. A full line of books, slates, times more money than any parade of p.
servation and actual measurement.
ten dollars for the round trip, via the
etc.
tablets
the past and is three times as long. El Paso and Southwestern li. R.
(Continued)
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